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Abstract 
A description i s given of three computer programs (ROL.TEX 2, ROL -
TEX 1, and HORS dOEUVRE) for the simulation of the plastic deformation 
in face-centred cubic poiycrystals and the derived development of rolling 
texture. The description includes a variety of test examples demonstrating 
that the programs work correctly. The report does not deal with the actual 
results produced by the programs and the physical interpretation of these 
results. 
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The computer programs ROLTEX 1 and ROLTEX 2 a re used for simu-
lating the plastic deformation during rolling of face-centred cubic poly-
crysta ls and the derived texture development. HORS dOEUVRE is an auxil-
iary program to the ROLTEX programs. 
The resul ts obtained with the programs and the discussion of the physi-
cal significance of these resul ts a re published elsewhere ~ \ This report 
will provide a detailed description of the organization of the programs, of 
the mathematical formulation of the problems, and of the testing procedure 
applied to ensure that the programs actually do perform the desired calcu-
lations. Listings of the programs are included as appendices. 
ROLTEX 1 was written first, but before it came into rea l use, it was 
realized that so many alterations and so much rationalization were needed 
that it would be the easiest to write a new program, ROLTEX 2. All the 
resul ts referred to in refs. 1 -6 have been obtained with ROLTEX 2, and 
therefore only ROLTEX 2 will be described in detail. The only reason for 
including ROLTEX 1 is that some of the tests referred to can only be per-
formed with this program. The parts of the auxiliary and test program 
HORS dOEUVRE that a r e different from ROLTEX 2 will also be described. 
2. THE COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
2 . 1 . Mode of Operation 
A predetermined number of crystals a re treated one by one. The 
start ing orientation of the crys ta ls may be fed into the computer, or the 
computer may generate random orientations. 
In the individual crysta ls the program selects the { i l l } (110) slip 
system with the highest resolved shear s t r e s s . The resolved s t ress is 
calculated from the following external s t r e s ses : (i) the basic s t r ess system 
which is a tensile s t r e s s in the rolling direction combined with a compress -
ive s t r e s s in the normal direction, the two s t ress components being of 
equal s ize numerically, (ii) if wanted, additional s t resses restrict ing the 
changes in shape that the crystals can undergo, and (iii) if wanted, random 
s t r e s ses (the physical significance of these s t resses are given in refs . 
2 ,3 ,6) . 
When the most heavily loaded slip system has been found, a certain 
amount of slip takes place on this system, and the crystal lattice is rotated 
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correspondingly. The lattice rotatum Likes place such as to fulfil the fol-
lowing two requirements: (a) a string of mater ial lying in the rolling d i rec-
tion before slip must retain this orientation after deformation and lattice 
rotation, and (b) a plate of mater ial lying parallel to the rolling plane be-
fore slip must also retain its orientation after deformation and rotation 
(see refs . 1, 2, 3, 6). The change in shape caused by the slip is registered; 
it is used for calculating the total deformation and, if the s t r e s s e s (ii) men-
tioned above a r e applied, for calculating the new shape-restor ing s t r e s s e s . 
Then a new sl ip event with rotation takes place like the one already de-
scribed, and so on until the predetermined degree of deformation is reached. 
When the deformation of a crystal is finished, i ts { i l l } and {100} poles 
a r e either plotted directly in stereographic projection or stored in the drum 
for later plotting (the plotting of the poles is only accomplished in ROLTEX 
1 and ROLTEX 2, not in HORS dOEUVRE). 
2. 2. The Program ROLTEX 2 
The program was written in GIER ALGOL, and the s t ruc ture of the 
program is such as to minimize the running time on a G1ER computer 
(minimum number of ar ray calls, drum storing of the plotter data for 
plotting when all calculations a re finished). Later the program has been 
translated into ILLINOIS ALGOL for use on the IBM 7094. The version 
listed in this report (Appendix A) is the GIER ALGOL version. 
The present description will concentrate on showing how the physical 
problems of deformation and texture development a re translated into com-
puter language. Less attention will be paid to computer-administration 
problems (such as the problem of plotting the poles in the order that will 
minimize the computer-time consumption). 
2. 2 . 1 . Meaning of the General Variables 
The underlined variables are input variables, the others a re only used 
inside the computer. 
indicator An integer that governs the program; it can 
be given values from -2 to 3. The different 
values correspond to the following operation 
modes; 
- 1 : orientations a re given ) 
to the computer ) no deformation, 
0: random orientations ) "J"?!*1 1*« 
are generated j P i t t ing of the 
1: random orientations ) 
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-2 : orientations are given) 
to the computer ) deformation 
2 and 3: random orienta- ) b f f ? 5 e 
tions are generated ) P to t tuW 
indicator * Q: plotdng in four quadrants 
indicator ) 0: plotting in first quadrant only 
indicator * 3: apart from plotting, the 
orientations of the crystals are printed out. 
The number of crystals. 
The maximum number of steps for which the 
same random stress i s allowed to operate. 
The maximum number of steps for each crystal. 
An integer that governs the generation of 
random stresses . 
An integer that governs the generation of 
random orientations. 
An integer used for counting the number of 
steps. 
Integers used for different purposes 
throughout the program. 
Proportionality factors for the shape-
restoring stresses; when they are all given 
the value zero, there is no shape restoration. 
K i s used for tensile and compressive 
s tresses , the others for shear components. 
A real used for the calculation of the 
maximum value for the random stresses . 
A real used when overshooting is included. 
When SHOOT < -0 .5 , the part of the program 
that takes care of the overshooting is omitted. 
The final reduction in per cent. 
The amount of shear in each slip event. 
Reals used for various purposes. 
The actual reduction of a crystal during 
"deformation". 
T> e actual length of the crystal considered. 
The actual thickness of the crystal. 
The actual transverse dimension (width) 
of the crystal. 
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SA lised for finding the slip sys tem with the 
highest resolved shea r s t r e s s . 
fault Used for calculating the deviation from 
orthogonality in the c rys ta l lat t ice after 
deformation. 
A11, A12, A1 3, A21 When s tar t ing with a new c rys t a l Apq i s the 
. . . , A33 q-co-ordinate of the crystal lographic p-axis 
in the "geomet r ic" co-ordinate sys tem having 
the t r a n s v e r s e , the rolling, and the no rma l 
direct ion as axes (it should be noted that the 
numbering of the geometric axes in the 
p rogram i s different from the numbering in 
r e f s . 2, 3,6) . When dealing with the la t t ice 
rotation corresponding to a s l ip event, Apq 
i s the q-co-ordinate of the "old" geometr ic 
p-axis (the p-axis before rotation) in the 
"new" geometr ic co-ordinate sys tem. In 
routine use of the program the Apq's a r e not 
input var iables , and therefore they a r e not 
underlined. Some of them a r e input var iab les 
^ for indicator < 0. 
LL1. LL.2, LL3 Reals used for the calculation of the maximum 
random s t r e s s . They a r e normal ly supplied 
from the auxiliary p rogram HORS dOEUVRE. 
LLpos A boolean telling the computer whether the 
r a n d o m - s t r e s s part of the p rogram can be 
omitted; it can when LLpos ~ wrong. 
f(1 ;3 , 1:3) An a r r a y in which the shape- res to r ing 
s t r e s s e s a r e s tored; f(p, q) i s the r e s to ra t ion -
s t r e s s component o 
fr(1:3, 1:3) An a r r a y for s tor ing the random s t r e s s e s 
(corresponding to f(1:3, 1:3)). 
n(1 ;4, 1:3) When star t ing with a new c rys ta l , n(p, q) i s 
the crystal lographic q-co-ordinate of the 
normal to sl ip plane No. p (the four { i l l } 
planes are_numbered a rb i t r a r i ly : (111) i s 
No. 1, (111) i s No. 2, ( i T l ) i s N o . 3, ( H f ) 
i s No. 4). As the f i r s t s tep in the calculations 
the crystal lographic co-ordinates of the s l ip -
plane normals a r e converted into geometr ic 
co-ordinates , and from then on the n(p, q) 's 
a r e geometr ic co-ordinates . 
F(1:4, 1:3) An a r r a y used for calculating the resolved 
s t r e s s ac ros s the different s l ip planes 
(F(p, q) i s the geometr ic q-component of the 
s t r e s s ac ros s slip plane No. p). 
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Apart from tlie above general variables, different local variables are 
declared in the program; their meaning will be explained during the detailed 
program description. 
2. 2. 2. The Procedures Applied 
Most procedures in the program are taken from the library of the 
computer group at Risø. 
The procedures head, stop, and CR are part of the standard adminis-
tration block, ADM 2B. 
The plotting procedures (plotline, plotsymbol, plottext, plotaxes, and 
plotnumber) are described in ref. 7. 
The procedures random and randomcryst are slightly modified versions 
of the library procedure random. The call of random (A, B) or randomcryst 
(A, B) will provide a pseudo-random number between A and B. After 
2796203 calls the same sequence of numbers will reappear. The starting 
point in the sequence of numbers is governed by the initial values of the 
variables randomparameter and crystalparameter (governing random and 
randomcryst respectively). 
2. 2. 3. Co-ordinate Systems and Input 
In order to facilitate the understanding of the program description a 
flow chart is shown in fig. 1, Fig. 1 refers to indicator • 2, i. e. the main 
operation mode. 
An array that stores the co-ordinates of the 
slip directions in the same way as the above 
n-array stores the slip plane co-ordinates. 
d(p. q. **) is the r-co- ordinate of the q-th 
(110) direction lying in slip plane No. p (the 
three (110) directions in eich {111} plane 
are numbered arbitrarily; each (110) i s 
lying in two different { i l l ) planes, and 
therefore the numbering p, q, covering 4 x 3 = 
12 numbers, will include twice the number of 
different (110) directions). 
rcounter(p, q) indicates the number of slip 
events for which a certain random stress 
component o has been operating. 
RC(p, q) indicates the number of slip events 
for which the random stress component in 
question will be allowed to operate. RC(p, q) 
has the maximum value RANDOM. 
An integer array governing the drum-storing. 
dr(1) is used for storing the { i l l } poles, 
dr(2) for storing the {lOo} poles. 
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The real program begins at "comment now coordinate systems and 
input; " on page A5. The previous part consists of administration block 
and declarations. 
The computer is given the variables common to all crystals in the 
problem (a possible input of crystal orientations takes place later), and the 
plotter paper is provided with co-ordinate systems and text. The co-ordinate 
systems may be drawn in two different ways depending upon whether four 
quadrants or only one quadrant are used for plotting {indicator * 0 or indi-
cator ) 0 respectively). The local variables ex and cy are used when the 
text is written. 
In order to ensure that the computer has got the correct data, the input 
data are printed out. The output for a typical problem is shown in Appendix 
B (the steps/fault output will be described later). 
As the final step before going to the individual crystals, dr(1) and dr(2) 
are given the correct values for governing the drum storing of the { i l l } 
and {1 00 } poles respectively. Also t, governing the output, and LLpos a re 
given their proper values. 
2. 2.4. Generation or Input of Crystal Orientations 
At "comment now the crystals one by one;" the program star ts working 
with the individual crystals. 
When indicator * 0, random orientations are generated. The geo-
metric x„-co-ordinate of the crystallographic x. -axis, Al 3, is given a 
random value between 0 and 1 corresponding to the x. -axes being distributed 
at random on a hemisphere. When At 3 is determined, the position of the 
crystallographic x. -axis is fixed to a small circle (that may degenerate into 
a point or a great circle) as shown in fig. 2. The position on the small 
circle, characterized by All and A12, is determined by giving the angle u 
(fig, 2) a random value between 0 and */2 (there is an extra call of random-
cryst to reduce the chance of finding a correlation between Al 3 and u). The 
x« -axis is thus restricted to a solid angle of n /2 out of the total 4«, but 
because of the symmetry the 8 parts into which the 4* are divided are all 
equal. If Al 3 * 0. 99999, Al 3 is made equal to 1 and Al 1 and Al 2 are 
made equal to 0. 
The crystallographic x„-axis must lie on a great circle perpendicular 
to the x- -axis. The position on this circle is characterized by the angle 
from the intersection point between the great circle and the rolling plane 
(the plane containing TD and RD). This angle is given a random value 
between 0 and * (as was the case above, an extra call of randomcryst has 
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been inserted). From the angle the geometric co-ordinates of the crystal-
lographic X-ax i s , A21, A22, and A23, are calculated. If the length of the 
x„-axis is more than 3 x 1 0 " different from unity, the computer prints 
"-y". 
When indicator < 0, the computer reads the values of At 1, A1 2, A13, 
A22, and A23. From these values A21 i s calculated (for this calculation 
to be possible as formulated in the program, A11 must not be zero, which 
can always be avoided without introducing any real restrictions to the 
orientations that can be considered). The x, -axis and the x»-axis are 
finally normed to unity, as the program is only working with vectors of 
unit length. 
The last step, common to all modes of operation, is the calculation of 
the geometric co-ordinates of the crystallographic Xg-axis, A31, A32, and 
A33. The calculation is based on the fact that the Xn-axis is the vector 
product of the x. - and the x„~axes. If the length of the x^-axis is more 
than 3 x 1 0 " different from unity, the computer prints "-z". 
2. 2. 5. Deformation and Lattice Rotation 
This part of the program starts at "comment coordinates being gener-
ated now slip;". First the different variables including the n(p, q)'s and the 
d(p, q, r)'s described in 2 .2 .1 , are given the correct value for starting with 
a new crystal. It should be noted that the shape-restoring stresses FJWJ the 
random stresses are given the initial value zero. The fact that length, 
thickness, and transdim start with the value 1, means that the crystals 
considered are initially thought of as being cube-shaped. 
The operations down to the label "new slip event:" are only performed 
once for each crystal. After the label, the operations are repeated 
(provided the program does not go directly to plotting). The n(p, q)*s and 
m e d(p, q, r)'s are converted into geometric co-ordinates or to "new" geo-
metric co-ordinates, depending upon whether it is the first time the crystal 
in question passes this part of the program or one of the subsequent times: 
the Apq's are either the geometric co-ordinates of the crystallographic 
axes or the "new" geometric co-ordinates of the "old" geometric axes 
(see 2.2.1). For the co-ordinate conversion the local variablesnpl, np2, 
np3, dpql, dpq2, and dpq3 are used in order to minimize the number of 
array calls, an array call being a rather lengthy process in the GIER com-
puter. When the conversion has been accomplished, it is decided whether 
a new slip event shall take place, or the computer go to "plot"; it goes to 
plot if the numerical value of indicator i s less than 1,5, or if the prede-
termined reduction or number of steps has been reached. 
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The next step is the calculation of the resolved shear s t r e s s for all the 
s l ip sys tems. The shear s t r e s s on slip system p, q (see 2. 2. 1) is calcu-
lated from the basic equation 
3 3 
Spq = h Z n(p,i) x d(p, q, j) x o-- . (1) 
i=1 j=1 1J 
The meaning of d(p, q,i) and n(p, j) is evident from 2 . 2 . 1 . a,~ consists 
of three parts : 
o i j = o m . j + f (U) + fr(i, j) , (2) 
where the meaning of f(i, j) and fr(i, j) is explained in 2. 2 . 1 . urn. - is the 
main s t r e s s component (see 2.1); the main s t r e s se s a r e a tensile s t r e s s in 
the rolling direction (the x_-axis) and a compressive s t r e s s in the normal 
direction (the x3-axis) , i. e. °m22 = 1 j ffm33 ~ - 1 ' *^e r e s t °* **ie o m ' s 
being zero. 
An algorithm directly corresponding to (1) would involve a grea t num-
ber of ar ray calls, which should be avoided. Therefore the more complex 
pat tern shown in the program listing has been adopted; Fpq, F p l , Fp2, Fp3, 
and Spq serve as local variables. Of the 1 2 Spq1 s (resolved shear s t r e s se s ) 
the one with the highest numerical value i s selected; i t s number i s called 
F , Q. ø i s given the value -1 if the selected Spq is negative, otherwise ø 
is 1. If the possibility of overshooting is considered (SHOOT ) - 0 . 5 or, in 
order to make it rea l overshooting, SHOOT ) 1), the resolved shear s t r e s s 
for the slip system that was active from the start of the deformation is 
multiplied by SHOOT as long as it is the only active system; in cases where 
the same slip system is operating during more than three consecutive slip 
events at a later stage of deformation, the resolved shear s t r e s s for this 
system will also be multiplied by SHOOT. The selection of slip system is 
finished at "end p: = 1, 2, 3,4 end block;" on page A8. 
The q / r step in the selection part of the program is also used for con-
trolling whether RC(q, r) is reached for any of the combinations of q and r 
(see 2. 2.1); if this is the case, and if q * r , a new RC(q, r) and a new ran-
dom s t ress component fr(q, r) a re generated; if q ) r, then RC(q, r) = 
RC(r, q) and fr(q, r) = fr{r, q) as required in order to maintain static equi-
l ibrium. The maximum value L for the random s t r e s s e s is calculated be-
'fore each slip event from a third-degree polynomial in "red", the coef-
ficients of which are normally supplied from the auxiliary program HORS 
dOEUVRE. 
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The slip system being selected, the program is ready for deformation 
and lattice rotation. First the local variables d l , d2, d3, nl, n2, n3 are 
declared. They are the co-ordinates of the slip direction and the slip-plane 
normal. If the numerically highest resolved shear stress i s negative, this 
means that slip must take place in the opposite direction of the original slip 
direction, and therefor the slip direction i s turned 180° (ø = -1). 
The calculation of the deformation and the lattice rotation is illustrated 
in fig. 3. For a start it i s assumed that deformation takes place without 
lattice rotation. The material at the point (0,0,0) i s supposed not to move, 
and the first problem is to calculate the displacement of the material in the 
points (1 ,0 ,0) , (0 ,1 ,0) , and (0 ,0 ,1) . As an example the point (1,0,0) (the 
endpoint of the unity vector L.) will be considered. The distance between 
the slip plane through (0, 0,0) and the parallel slip plane through (1,0, 0) is 
the projection of x. on n, i. e. SL - n = n l . Therefore the material in 
(1 ,0 ,0) will be displaced n1 x step in the direction of d relatively to (0,0,0), 
step being the shear strain per slip event (2. 2.1). This means that 
goes to i . + (step x nl) 3, 
goes to i 2 + (step x n2) d, 
goes to i - + (step x n3) d, 
still under the preliminary assumption that there i s no lattice rotation. 
Now there is a lattice rotation fulfilling requirements (a) and (h) in 
2 .1 . Requirement (a) means that the material from x , can only be displaced 
along the x„-direction, i. e, the material preliminarily displaced to i „ + 
(step x n2)d must rotate back to the x^ax ie . Requirement (b) means that 
the material from x. can only be displaced in the x. Xn-plane, i. e. the 
material preliminarily displaced to x. + (step x nl )3 must rotate back to 
the XjX2-plane. The rotation from x f + (step x nl )3 back to the x ^ - p l a n e 
for instance involves a displacement of 
- s t e p x n l x d 3 (3) 
in the x„-direction. This together with the corresponding displacements 
derived from the rotation back to the x 9 -axis from x„ + (step x n2)d 
material from x. 
and by analogy 
material from i , 
material from i.. 
-step x n2 x dl along i. (4) 
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and 
-step x n2 x d3 along i , (5) 
results in the following total displacements: 
Material from (1, 0. 0) goes to 
(1 + step x nl x d l , step x n1 x d2 + step x n2 x d l , 0), (6) 
mater ia l from (0 ,1 , 0) goes to 
(0,1 + step x n2 x d2, 0), (7) 
mater ia l from (0, 0, 1) goes to 
(step x n3 x dl + step x nl x d3J step x n3 x d2 + step x n2 x d3,1 
+ step x n3 x d3). (8) 
In these expressions second-order corrections have been omitted. Thus 
they are only exact when step is infinitely small. Of course step must have 
a reasonable size in practice so that the desired deformation can be achieved 
in a reasonable number of s teps, and a certain inaccuracy must therefore be 
accepted. 
From displacements (6) and (7) the new dimensions of the crys ta l a r e 
calculated: 
The new length equals the old length multiplied by (1 + step x n2 x d2), 
the new t ransverse dimension (transdim) equals the old one multiplied 
by (1 + step x nl x dl ) , 
the new thickness is calculated from thickness = 1/(length x transdim), 
the new reduction is calculated from red = 1 -thickness. 
The shape-restoring forces a re calculated from displacements (6) - (8) 
(and from trans dim derived from the displacements) by changing the sign 
and multiplying by the relevant K-factor: 
f(1,1) = K x ( l - transdim), 
f(2, 2) = K x (1-1/transdim). 
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f(1.2) = f(2,1) = old f(2.1) - Ks1 2 x \ x {step x ni x d2 + stepxn2xdl), 
f(1,3) = f(3,1) = old f(3,1) - Ksl 3 x ^ x (step x ni x d3 + stepxn3 xdl), 
f(2, 3) - f(3,2) = old f(3, 2) - Ks23 x ^ x (step x n2 x d3 + stepxn3xd2). 
The shear component f(p, q) must be equal to f(q, p) in order to maintain 
static equilibrium, whereas one of each pair would come out as zero if 
directly calculated from the shear displacements. Therefore both com-
nents in each pair are made equal to the mean value of the zero and the 
non-zero value calculated from the displacement, as shown above. 
The lattice rotation i s introduced into the program by changing the 
geometric co-ordinate system (see 2.2. J). The "new" co-ordinates Apq 
of the "old" co-ordinate axes are calculated from rotation displacements 
(3) - (5) and the displacement along x. and 5L (Apq is the new q-co-ordinate 
of the old p-axis): 
A11 = 1 - step x ni x dl 
A1 2 = step x n2 x dl 
A1 3 - - step x n1 x d3 
A21 = - step x n2 x dl 
A22 = 1 - step x n2 x d2 
A23 - - step x n2 x d3. 
The change in sign that was introduced in (3) - (5) is maintained in the above 
equations for Apq (one might say that there has been a double change in 
sign, one by going from rotation of the crystal lattice to rotation of the 
geometric co-ordinate system, another by going from considering the 
rotation of this co-ordinate system to considering the new co-ordinates of 
the old co-ordinate axes). In the case of A12 there i s no direct rotation 
component of the xf -axis from (3) - (5), but only the one brought about by 
the rotation of the x 2 -axis in the x. -direction, and therefore an extra change 
in sign takes place, reflected in a positive sign. 
The A1 q's and the A2q*s are normed to unity length of the old £j and x2 , 
and the new A3 q's are calculated from the fact that the old Xg-axis is the 
vector product of the old x, - and the old x 2 -axis . Then the Apq's are ready 
to bring about the change in geometric co-ordinates of the slip planes and 
slip directions in the next cycle. 
At "end block; " the calculations of the change in shape and the lattice 
rotation have been accomplished, and a new slip event can be performed. 
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If overshooting is taken into consideration, the number code of the last 
active slip system must be stored before the jump to a new slip event. 
The part of the program in which deformation and lattice rotation take 
place ends immediately before "comment now pole figure coordinates to 
drum or to plot ter ;" . 
2. 2. 6. Storing of Plotter Data or Direct Plotting 
This part of the program begins at the label "plot;", to which the 
program jumps when a crystal is not to undergo any further deformation 
{[indicator j < 2 or red > R/1 00 or counter * STOP). In routine use of the 
program (indicator ) 0) the plotter data a re stored in the drum for later 
plotting; this makes it possible to minimize the plotter pen movements and 
hence the plotting time. When indicator ) 0, all the poles a r e plotted in 
the first quadrant of the pole figures (making use of the symmetry about 
the rolling direction and the t ransverse direction) in order to obtain the 
maximum density of poles. The direct plotting is only used for special 
applications of the program such as testing. 
The reals ex, cy, xpole, and ypole a re used in this part of the program; 
ex and cy a r e co-ordinates on the plotter paper, xpole and ypole a r e 
co-ordinates in the pole figures (having 1 as the maximum value). The rea l 
a r ray COO is used for transferring the plotter paper co-ordinates of a 
crystal to the drum. When transferring the {l 11} poles, COO has 8 el-
ements, when transferring the {l00} poles, COO has 6 elements. 
The slip planes ( {l 11} planes) a r e treated first. The pole figures a r e 
stereographic projections on the x.Xg-plane. The calculation of the pole-
figure co-ordinates is illustrated in fig. 4 (in fig. 4 n(p, 3) is positive). 
From the two triangles ABO and ACD it is seen that 
xpole = n(p,1)/(!n(p,3) | + 1). 
The corresponding expression for ypole is 
ypole = n( P j 2) / ( |n (p ,3 ) | + 1). 
If all the points a re to be plotted in the first quidrant (indicator ) 0), 
the numerical values of xpole and ypole a re used for calculating the plotter 
paper co-ordinates, and the co-ordinates a re stored in COO(1:8) when cal-
culated. The pole figure has its centre in (1 2. 5 cm, 37 cm) and a radius of 
9. 9 cm (this radius is selected to fit the spiral paper of the Philips texture 
goniometer on which the experimental pole figures a re drawn). When the 
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co-ordinates of all four slip planes have been calculated, the COO array is 
transferred to the drum (all the { i l l } co-ordinates are stored in one part 
of the drum, the {l 00 } co-ordinates being stored in another part). 
If indicater * 0, ex and cy are given the value of the pole co-ordinates 
as above, except that a possible negative sign of xpole or ypole is main-
tained, and that a possible negative value of n(p, 3) will provoke a change in 
sign of xpole and ypole. When ex and cy have been given the proper values, 
the poles are plotted directly. 
After "end 111 pole figure;" the corresponding operation for the {100} 
pole figure is accomplished. The geometric co-ordinates of the {100} poles 
are not known explicitly, because {J 00 } is not a slip plane and {100) is not 
a slip direction. They are obtained by combining different slip-plane nor-
mals. The real array x(1:3, 1:3) is used for storing the {l 00} poles, x(p, q) 
being the qth co-ordinate of {l00} pole No. p. The numbering of the slip 
planes is such that the (100) pole (pole No. 1) for instance may be found as 
the sum of the poles of slip planes Nos. 1 and 4, meaning that x(1, q) is 
calculated as n(1 ,q)+ n(4,q)tfollowed by norming to unity. 
The procedures for the calculation of the plotter data of the {l 00} poles 
and for the storing of these data or for the direct plotting are equivalent to 
the procedures for the { i l l } poles, apart from the fact that there are three 
poles instead of four. Before storing or plotting, the {l00} poles are used 
for calculating the faults that were introduced because second-order terms 
were neglected in the calculation of the co-ordinates after the individual 
slip events (cf. p. 14). The faults show up in the angles between the three 
{100} poles; they will not be exactly 90° (the crystal is not strictly cubic). 
The numerical cosine of the angle most different from 90° is printed out. 
At the same time the number of steps performed (counter) is printed. A 
print-out for indicator = 2 is seen in Appendix B. If indicator = 3, the 
crystallographic co-ordinates of the rolling-plane normal (the geometric 
x3-axis) and the rolling direction (the geometric x2-axis) are printed out 
as well; this is the way "ideal orientations" are normally described ({hkl} 
( uvw)). The crystallographic q-co-ordinate of axis No. p is equal to 
x(q, p). 
At "end 100 pole figure end plot; end CRYSTAL;" the storing/plotting 
operation, and thereby the treatment of the crystal in question, is finished. 
At "end CENTRAL BLOCK;" the last crystal and, if direct plotting is used, 
the problem, is finished. 
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2. 2. 7. Plotting from Drum 
The plotting of the drum data starts at "if indicator ) 0 . 5 then begin 
comment now plot from drum;". This part of the program cannot be fully 
understood without knowledge of the internal structure of the GIER computer, 
machine language being mixed up with the ALGOL program. Therefore no 
attempt will be made to explain hnw it works in detail. The omission of a 
detailed description should not influence the reader's basic understanding 
of what is going on in the program: The calculation of the data stored in the 
drum has been thoroughly described; this part of the program only performs 
the plotting of these data in a very fast way. The idea behind the operation 
is that the poles are taken from the drum 150 at a time, and that these 150 
poles are divided into 36 groups, the poles in each group being placed in 
one of 36 squares covering the area of the pole figure. Then the plotting 
starts in a square in one corner of the pole figure. When the points in this 
square have been plotted, the points in the next square are plotted, and so 
on until the plotting of all 150 points has been accomplished. The method 
reduces the plotter pen movements between the different points to be plotted. 
2. 2 .8 . Running Time 
On the GIER computer typical problems as deformation of 100 crystals 
with 5% shear per slip event {step = 0.05) take approximately 1 20 min. and 
250 min. for 50% and 80% reduction respectively. Of this approximately 
20 min. are spent on the plotting operation. The plotter time of 20 min. 
refers to plotting from drum. If the poles from 100 crystals had to be 
plotted directly, the time spent on plotting would be about 60 min. 
When the IBM 7094 computer at NEUCC Lundtofte was used instead, the 
above problems would take about 3.25 min. and 7.75 min. respectively (as 
compated with the 120 min. and 250 min.), In these figures the plotting 
time is not included, since the plotting was performed by an auxiliary com-
puter so that the main computer did not have to spend time waiting for the 
mechanical movements of the plotter pen. 
2. 3. The Program ROLTEX 1 
As already mentioned the program ROLTEX 1 has been replaced by 
ROLTEX 2 for general use. The only reason why ROLTEX 1 i s included in 
this report is that it can be used for a test for which ROLTEX 2 i s not 
suited; For indicator = 3 ROLTEX 1 plots the poles for each step of de-
formation of crystals for which the initial orientations are given to the 
computer. In this way the lattice rotations performea by the computer can 
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be compared with lattice rotations mat are easy to foresee theoretically 
(3.1, 3.2, 3.3). Since the only applications of ROLTEX 1 to be reported 
refer to indicater * 3, the following short description of the program will 
only apply to the case where indicator has this value. Before concentrati*ig 
on indicator • 3 it should be mentioned, however, that one of the main 
reasons why it was decided to write the new program ROLTEX 2 was the 
inadequate way in which the "randomly oriented" crystals were introduced 
in ROLTEX 1. 
ROLTEX 1 is listed in Appendix C. It i s written in GIER ALGOL., and 
it has not been translated into ILLINOIS ALGOL. The formal structure is 
different from that of ROLTEX 2. The main program is rather short, only 
performing the input and the drawing of the co-ordinate systems. As soon 
as the computer has got the geometric co-ordinates of the crystallographic 
X. - and x,-axes of a crystal (cf. 2.2.1 and 2.2.4), the procedure SLIP is 
called. All further manipulations with the crystal are performed in mis 
procedure, and the main program does not get into operation again until a 
new crystal i s introduced. 
Since ROLTEX 1 was abandoned for general use at a relatively early 
stage, the time-saving tricks applied in ROLTEX 2 have not been intro-
duced in ROLTEX 1. For instance the great number of poles to be plotted 
for each crystal for indicator * 3 strongly suggests the application of drum 
storing of the plotter data for plotting when all the data have been collected, 
but, because of the limited use of ROLTEX I after the running-in period, it 
was not found worth-while spending extra time on programming work. The 
running time for 50% reduction of one crystal in shear steps of 0.05 is more 
than 30 min. of which the vast majority is plotting time. 
Although the formal differences make ROLTEX t and ROLTEX 2 look 
different, there are only the following differences between the two programs 
as to what they really do to the crystals considered: The shape-restoration 
proportionality factors Ksl 2, Ksl 3, and Ks23 (see 2.2.1 and 2.2.5) are 
taken together as Ks in ROLTEX 1, meaning that they cannot Lie varied 
independently. In the quoted examples the maximum value of the random 
stress in ROLTEX 1 la constant in each problem (it is equal to twice the 
input parameter L, the mean value is equal to L); it does not vary with 
reduction as it does in ROLTEX 2. 
Plots for indicator - 3 are shown for instance in fig. 6. The initial 
orientation is marked with 0*s, the final orientation is marked with extra 
big crosses. 
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2.4. The Program HORS dOEUVRE 
HORS dOEUVRE has two functions; It provides the coefficients of the 
third-degree polynomial used for calculating +he maximum value of the 
random s t resses {see 2. 2. 5), and it can be used for testing the shape res to-
ration (see 3. 2). 
HORS dOEUVRE is based on ROLTEX 2 (the GIEL ALGOL version), but 
the final rationalization of ROLTEX 2 has not been transferred to HORS 
dOEUVRE. As is the case in ROLTEX 1, the shape-restoration propor-
tionality factors Ksl 2, Ksl 3, and Ks23 (see 2. 2.1 and 2. 2.5) have been 
taken together as one factoi, Ks. The main purpose of HORS dOEUVRE is 
to provide the level of random s t resses to be applied in ROLTEX 2. Thus 
the random-stress level i s unknown in HORS dOEUVRE, and therefore 
random s t resses a re not included in the program. 
The crystals a r e deformed anr! rotated as they a re in ROLTEX 2, but 
their final orientations a r e neither plotted nor printed. Instead average 
values of the shape-restoration s t resses a r e calculated for different degrees 
of deformation, and finally the average values are approximated with a 
third-degree polynomial in red (degree of reduction). The way this i s done 
can be illustrated by the calculation of the average of all the shape-restor ing 
s t resses (cf. the listing of the program in Appendix D): 
For each deformation step in a given crystal the variable suraf (starting 
from zero at zero deformation) is increased by the average of the numerical 
values of the shape-restoration s t resses f(T, 1), f(2, 2), f(t, 2), f(l, 3), and 
f(2, 3) (see 2. 2.1 and 2. 2. 5). When either K or Ks is very small , the cor-
responding f-values a re nearly zero; the formula with which the average is 
calculated practically eliminates the influence of such small f s on the 
result. The integer sumcounter is increased by 1 for each step. At each 
of a ser ies of degrees of deformation (0f 1, 0. 2 . . . , 0.9) stored in the 
ar ray RED, sumf/sumcounter is added to the corresponding element in the 
ar ray SUMF; then sumf and sumcounter a re given the value zero so that 
they can s tar t building up to be included in the next element of SUMF. When 
one crystal has reached the final degree of reduction, the operations a r e 
repeated for the next crystal . In this way the average values of the numeri-
cal values of the shape-restoration s t r e s ses in the different ranges of de-
formation (sumf/ sumcounter) a re summed up for all the crysta ls in the 
different elements of SUMF (each element corresponds to a deformation 
range). When all the crystals have been deformed, the elements of SUMF 
a re divided by the number of crystals (i) to give the average values of the 
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shape-restoring s tresses . These average values are printed and plotted as 
a function of the reduction. The procedure POLY I fits a third-degree 
polynomial in the reduction (red) to SUMF. The coefficients of this poly-
nomial LL(0:3) are printed, and they are used for calculating the maximum 
values of the random s tresses in ROLTEX 2 (see 2.2. 5). The philosophy 
behind this method of obtaining the random-stress level is treated elsewhere \ 
The third-degree polynomial is plotted together with SUMF-versus-red to 
show the accuracy of the fit. When the individual crystals were treated, the 
array RED contained the degrees of deformation for which sumf/sumcounter 
should be added to SUMF; the> were 0 .1 , 0 . 2 , . . . 0. 9. Before plotting and 
fitting, RED is changed to contain the mid-points of the deformation intervals 
(0.05, 0 . 1 5 . . . , 0. 85). The starting point of SUMF versus red (0, 0) i s 
weighted by the array ZERO so that the polynomial approximation very 
nearly goes through (0, 0), i. e. LL(0) « 0. A plot will be shown in 3.3 . 
In the same way as SUMF contains the average values of all the shape-
restoration s tresses , the arrays SUM1, SUM2, and SUM3 sum up the shape-
restoration stresses f(t, 1) + f(2,2), f(1, 2) + f(1. 3), and f(2, 3) respectively. 
SUM1, SUM2, and SUM3 are printed, but not plotted and not fitted with a 
polynomial. 
An example of an output sheet for HORS dOEUVRE is given in Appendix 
E. The input data are printed together with the results (as they are in 
! ROLTEX 1 and ROLTEX 2). 
3. THE TESTING OF THE PROGRAMS 
For any complicated program like ROLTEX 2 it i s essential that the 
different functions that it i s to perform are tested; even if the basic math-
i ematics are correct, there i s the risk of programming errors. It is par-
i ticularly important for ROLTEX 2 because the results that it i s primarily 
intended to produce, viz. calculated textures for a specimen consisting of 
many grains of initially random orientation, are very difficult or impossible 
to control directly. 
| As already mentioned the programs ROLTEX 1 and HORS dOEUVRE 
j are also used in the testing. Needless to say that all precautions are taken 
to ensure that the test results obtained with the other programs really do 
test the parts of ROLTEX 2 they are intended to test. 
The first tests of the program were of course aimed at checking the 
trivial functions such as the plotting routines and the basic internal ad-
ministration of the program, and of course these tests revealed several 
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e r r o r s . However, this i s not very interesting, and in the present repor t 
we shall res t r ic t ourselves to testing whether the program really is capable 
of performing a reasonable simulation of the physical processes it i s written 
to simulate. We s tar t at the point where we know that the trivial e r r o r s 
have been corrected. 
3 . 1 . Lattice Rotations 
The simplest lattice rotation is obtained when the slip direction and the 
sl ip-plane normal both lie in the plane determined by the rolling direction 
and the normal direction (RD and ND}. A crystal in such an orientation is 
shown in stereographic projection in fig. 5. Requirements (a) and (b) in 
2.1 will in this crystal lead to a simple rotation with the t ransverse d i r ec -
tion (TD) as the rotation axis. In fig. 6 the rotations of the { i l l } and the 
{100} poles (calculated with ROLTEX 1J are shown with a Wulff net super-
imposed. The circles show the initial poles, the big c rosses show the 
poles in the final orientation, and the small c rosses show the intermediate 
s teps . The initial lattice rotation is seen to be a simple rotation about TD. 
The rotation in fig. 6 i s produced by the basic s t r e s s system only, i. e. 
without additional and random s t re s ses . The reduction corresponding to 
the rotation path in fig. 6 is 45%, and the shear steps a r e 0. 05. 
In addition to the qualitative check of the type of rotation, fig. 6 can 
also be used for quantitative checks. At a certain point the rotation changes 
because another slip system reaches a resolved shear s t r e s s that i s higher 
than that on the original system. In the last orientation of the simple r o -
tation the resolved shear s t ress on the original slip system is found to be 
0. 799, whereas the most heavily loaded of the other slip systems has a 
resolved shear s t r ess of 0.814. This means that we have passed the point 
where a new slip system should be activated, and the computer reacts a c -
cordingly: The new system takes over in the next step as revealed by the 
change in lattice rotation. In the orientation after the last but one s tep in 
the simple rotation both resolved shear s t r e s ses a r e found to be 0. 809 (the 
calculations a r e performed on the basis of the plotted orientations, meaning 
that they are not very accurate). 
The initial simple rotation path in fig. 6 consists of 23 steps (it may not 
be c lear from fig. 6 as reproduced, but the steps can be counted on the 
original computer pLot). The number of steps can be related to the rotation 
angle. Fig. 7 shows a section of the gliding c rys ta l after a shear increment , 
ds, before the corresponding lattice rotation has taken place. The lat t ice 
rotation will bring AB back to the rolling direction, RD, meaning that the 
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angle v will be reduced by the incremental angle BAC, i. e. £, BAG is -dv. 
From simple trigonometry we get the following results: 
From triangle ACD: 
AC = -J-
From triangle ABC: 
BC AB 
sin(-dv) " sin(180°-v) 
=^ BC «* AC 
-dv sin(1 80°-v) 
ds ~ AC 
•dv sin(1 80°-v) 




The total shear, s, should therefore be related to the initial and the 
final value of v for the simple rotation with the expression 
= cotv* - cotv. 
s is 23 steps of 0. 05 which is equal to 1.150. From fig. 6 v. and v. 
can be found to be approximately 27 and 51 ° (from the { i l l } pole moving 
along RD)„ i. e. cotv, - cotv. is equal to 1.153. This means that within 
the accuracy with which we can read the angles the computer reproduces 
the correct relation between shear and rotation angle. 
The elongation in the rolling direction taking place during the simple 
lattice rotation can be illustrated in fig. 7. If s is substituted for ds, the 
original AC of length • * is elongated to AB of length i , meaning 
i sinvi 
that an original length 1 will be elongated to • * . Since the simple shear 
considered has no component in the transverse direction such an elongation 
will correspond to a reduction of an original length 1 in the normal direction 
to a length of • . The reduction during the simple lattice rotation should 
therefore be 
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S11Wi sinSl ° 
0.4J6 = 41. 6%. 
The total reduction in fig. 3 is 45%, and there a re oaiy few steps after 
the change in rotation path, which agrees with the above value of 41 . 6%. In 
order to get a more accurate: cuccii 've have given the computer another 
problem with conditions identical to those in fig. ti apart from a change in 
reduction from 45% to 41. 6%. The computer performs the 23 steps of the 
simple rotation plus one extra step, which reflects a perfect agreement 
within the inaccuracy with which we read v- and v.. Thus, the computer 
also reproduces the correct relation between reduction and rotation angle. 
In a special version of KOLTEX 1, ROLTEX 1 A, the basic s t r e s s 
system has been changed; it consists of a tensile s t r e s s in the t ransverse 
direction and a compressive s t ress in the normal direction and no s t r e s s 
in the rolling direction. Such a s t ress will obviously not produce a rolling 
deformation in the rolling direction, but it is useful for checking the lattice 
rotation. In a crystal with slip direction and slip-plane normal lying in the 
plane determined by TD and ND this special basic s t r e s s system will to -
gether with requirements (a) and (b) produce a simple lattice rotation with 
RD as the rotation axis. The desired orientation can be obtained by rotating 
the crysta l in fig. 5 90° about ND, and fig. 8 shows the rotation of the { i l l } 
poles of this crystal brought about by the special s t r e s se s (from now on the 
rotation of the {100} poles will not be shown). The conditions in fig. 8 a r e 
the same as those in fig. 6 apart from the initial 90° rotation of the crystal , 
from the change in basic s t r e s ses , and from a change to a total reduction 
of 50% instead of 45%. The initial lattice rotation is seen to be a simple 
rotation about RD as i t should be, and the duration of this rotation path i s 
seen to be the same as that in fig. 6, as should also be expected. The 
"non-simple" rotation path is longer in fig. 8 than in fig. 6, because the 
reduction is 50% instead of 45%. 
The rotation path of any pole can be composed of a path corresponding 
to a rotation about TD and a path corresponding to a rotation about RD, and 
we have now seen examples in which these two rotations work correct ly, 
i. e. there a re good reasons to have confidence in the latt ice rotations 
produced by the programs. 
It i s easily seen that certain symmetrical orientations a r e stable be -
cause the lattice rotations produced by symmetrically oriented slip sys tems 
cancel each other. We shall consider the orientation {110} (211) . Fig. 9 
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shows the stereographic projection for this orientation with the active slip 
systems indicated, and it shows the { i l l } poles produced by ROLTEX 1 
plotting the poles for each step during 25% reduction with the basic stress 
system only. An oscillation between two orientations very close to each 
other is seen corresponding to the two active slip systems. In this con-
nection only the small crosses should be considered because there is a 
slight inaccuracy in the plotting of the big crosses. The stable orientation 
is actually the main orientation of the brass-type texture. 
Fig. 10a shows another symmetrical orientation, {tlO} (100). There 
are four symmetrically oriented primary slip systems and if they operate 
simultaneously the orientation is stable, but it is an unstable equilibrium. 
As soon as one of the systems is more active than the others, the orienta-
tion will start changing, and in the computer this happens already in the 
first step. Let us assume that the slip system marked with full circles 
operates in the first step. This will produce a lattice rotation during which 
the slip-plane normal will approach the normal direction and the slip direc-
tion will approach the rolling direction. Such a lattice rotation can be 
described by a rotation about TD combined with a rotation about ND, as is 
indicated with arrows in fig. 10a. The resulting orientation i s not sym-
metrical and there will be one single slip system carrying the highest 
resolved shear stress, the one marked with half circles. Slip on this 
system inverts the rotation about TD, but it continues the rotation about 
ND, meaning that the resulting oscillation between the two marked slip 
systems will produce a simple rotation about ND. Fig. 10b shows the 
rotations paths of the { i l l } poles of the crystal in fig. 10a deformed to 
25% reduction in shear steps of 0.05 in ROLTEX 1. The lattice rotation 
is a simple rotation about ND as foreseen, i. e. the computer is capable 
of performing simple rotations about the three main axes correctly. 
Thus in all four cases considered the lattice rotation (or the lack of 
lattice rotation) produced by the computer is in qualitative and quantitative 
agreement with the known correct lattice rotation, which is convincing 
evidence that the computer will also produce correct lattice rotations in 
the normal, less simple cases. 
3. 2. Additional Stresses 
The auxiliary program HORS dOEUVRE calculates the mean values for 
a number of crystals of the numerical values of the individual additional 
stress components and the mean value of the components taken together as 
a function of reduction. The main purpose of this is to supply data for the 
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calculation of the random s t r e s ses in ROLTEX 2, but it is also useful for 
checking that the shape restoration process works. 
Statistically complete shape restoration should be obtained when all 
the K-parameters (K and Ks in HORS dOEUVRE) a r e given appropriate 
values. Complete restoration means that the individual grain follows the 
macroscopic deformation, i. e. a cube is deformed to the shape of a right 
parallelepiped with the t ransverse dimension ec, al to the original cube edge. 
The additional s t r e s se s build up as a reaction to deviations from this shape 
with a size equal to the deviation multiplied by the relevant K-parameter . 
If the mean additional s t r e s se s provided by HORS dOEUVRE a re divided by 
the corresponding K, the result is the deviation from the wanted shape. 
Table I gives the mean values of all the additional s t r e s se s taken numeri-
cally in 20 grains of a certain random orientation distribution during de-
formation to 80% reduction in shear steps of 0.05, and it gives these mean 
values divided by K (= Ks). Two cases a re considered: K = Ks = 20 which 
is relevant when shape restorat ion is wanted (see below), and K = Ks = 0. 001 
which does not lead to any shape restoration because the additional s t r e s s e s 
a r e too small as compared with the basic s t r e s ses (equal to unity). F o r 
K = Ks = 20 the mean additional s t r e s s divided by K is seen to remain smal l 
- of the order of 0. 01 - meaning that the average deviation from the ideal 
shape is of the order of 1 %, i. e. the additional s t r e s se s produce the intended 
shape restoration. The total output for K = Ks = 20 is shown in Appendix E. 
The first vertical column gives the average of all the average additional 
s t r e s s components (quoted in table I). The other columns give the average 
of the individual additional s t r e s s components as described in 2.4. F o r 
K = Ks = 0, 001 the mean additional s t r ess divided by K increases with 
deformation as a natural consequence of the fact that there a r e no additional 
s t resses of such a s ize that they can force the individual grains to follow 
the macroscopic deformation. It is worth noting on the other hand that at 
50% reduction the mean deviation from the macroscopic shape is no more 
than 0.11 3 or 11 % (the average of the values for 45% and 55%). 
In order to make the additional s t r e s ses work properly one must adjust 
the value of the proportionality factors (the K-parameters) between shape 
deviation and the resulting additional s t r e s s to the magnitude of the shear 
s teps . The magnitude of the steps is an upper limit for the deviation in 
shape that can result from one step. Step magnitude multiplied by K-
parameter i s therefore a measure of the largest additional s t r ess that can 
develop as a resul t of one step. The average additional s t r e s s developed 
per step is about one order of magnitude smal ler . A typical shear step will 
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be 0. OS; if that is used together with K-parameters of 200 for instance, 
the maximum additional stress will be 10 and the typical additional stress 
will be 1, i. e. the additional stresses will be bigger than or of the same 
order as the basic stresses. This will not allow the deformation to take 
place in a reasonable way: The selection of slip systems will mainly be 
governed by the additional stresses built up in the preceding shear step so 
that the deformation will be a series of overreactions and hence different 
from the rolling deformation that it is intended to simulate. On the other 
hand the K-parameters must of course have a certain size if they are to 
produce additional stresses that can influence the slip process and thereby 
lead to shape restoration, as exemplified in table I. Thus, the additional 
stresses will fulfil their purpose only for a certain range of K-parameters. 
This is illustrated in fig. 11 showing the {111} poles of the same group of 
randomly oriented crystals after 60% deformation in shear steps of 0.05 
with K-values varying from 0 to 200. The simulation is performed by 
ROLTEX 2 with indicator equal to 3 so that the final orientations (expressed 
as (hkl) [uvw ]) are printed; they are given in table U. It i s seen that the 
results for K = 10 and K = 25 are almost identical for all crystals but No. 9, 
and those for K = 50 are similar to those for 10 and 25 apart from crystal 
No. 9. The results for K s 0 are somewhat different, but they still cor-
respond to a sharp texture (the brass type * '. As mentioned in 2. 2.6, 
the deformation of a crystal is stopped when the wanted deformation is 
reached or, in order to avoid waste of computer time, when a certain num-
ber of steps, STOP, have been performed. In this series of computer 
experiments the maximum number of steps allowed is 100, which was 
never reached in the above cases. In the case of K = 200 it is reached for 
all 10 crystals, meaning that none of them has reached 60% deformation in 
100 steps (or, to be exact, in 99 steps). The reason for this is the over-
reactions described above. The overreactions and the corresponding 
deviation from the sys tematic rolling deformation are also reflected in the 
lack of a sharp texture for K = 200. The conclusion is that for shear steps 
of 0.05 the additional stresses function as they are intended to in a K-
parameter range from 10 to 50, and the results do not depend critically on 
the values of the K-parameter as long as they are within this range. 0,05 
is the biggest shear step applied; step sizes smaller than 0.05 will allow 
the application of K-values bigger than 50. We have standardized a value 
of 20 for the K-parameters that are intended to produce additional stresses. 
Finally the correct functioning of the additional stresses will be 
illustrated by two simple examples. The orientation in fig. 5 was shown 
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to perform an initial simple rotation about TD when no additional stresses 
were applied (fig. 6). During the initial stage of deformation both slip 
direction and slip-plane normal lie in the plane determined by KO and ND, 
which means that shape restoration is automatical for all strain components 
but one; the only deviation from the ideal shape is that the angle between 
the edges that were originally parallel to RD and ND respectively, is not 
maintained right. However, when the slip direction forms an angle of 45 
with RD, even this deviation from the ideal change in shape disappears. 
In fig. 5 the angle i s about 50°, and the simple rotation will for a start 
make it approach 45°. This means that the initial lattice rotation from the 
orientation in fig. 5 is a simple rotation about TD also when additional 
s tresses are applied as shown in fig. 1 2, but the simple rotation path i s 
shorter than that in fig. 6: When the angle passes 45° and gets smaller and 
smaller, additional stresses will build up, and at a certain stage, earlier 
than in fig. 6, the lattice rotation will change. Fig. 1 2 refers to 50% re-
duction in shear steps of 0. 05 with K - Ks = 25. 
In 3.1 we saw that the {110} ^100) orientation (fig. 10) was not stable 
when deformed with the application of the basic stresses only. It would be 
if all four symmetrically oriented slip systems operated simultaneously, 
but with the basic stress system this symmetrical slip pattern is replaced 
by an oscillation between two slip systems with a resulting lattice rotation 
as soon as one of the four systems is selected for the first shear step. 
However, the resulting change in shape does not agree with the macroscopic 
deformation, and therefore the double slip does not work when additional 
s tresses are applied. Fig. 13 shows the { i l l } poles of a crystal of {110} 
(iOO) orientation deformed to 25% reduction with additional s tresses in 
ROLTEX ' plotting the poles for each shear step of 0. 05. The orientation 
is stable ': ?cause the additional stresses force all four symmetrical slip 
systems to be active (for each of the two slip planes the resultant of the two 
slip directions lies in the plane determined by RD and ND, i. e. there are 
two oppc ite rotations abou' TD (cf. fig. 6)). 
3. 3. R,r om Stresses 
As an illustration of the effect of the application of random stresses 
we shall first consider a case with a very high level of random s tresses . 
The initial orientation is that of fig. 5; this crystal is deformed in ROLTEX 1 
with the mean value of the numerical value of the random stress components 
equal to 1, which is the same as the two components of the basic stress 
f*-*•" are no additioral stresses) . The resulting lattice rotation path is 
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illustrated in fig. 14. It i s seen to be quite different from that in fig. 6 
produced without random stresses . The random stresses in fig. 14 are so 
high that the lattice rotation is mainly governed by them. Such a situation 
i s not realistic for simulation of the physical events, but fig. 14 demon-
strates that the random stresses work. It i s worth noting that the pre-
determined reduction of 50% is finally reached, meaning that the permanent 
action of the basic s tresses does produce something like a rolling deforma-
tion even when they are jammed by high random stresses, because the 
average of each random stress component i s near zero over a sufficiently 
large number of steps. Of course the number of steps necessary to produce 
50% reduction (more than 100) i s much bigger than that necessary to produce 
45% without random stresses in fig. 6 (28). This difference is partly due to 
the fact that the shear steps are only 0.025 in fig. 13 compared with 0.05 
in fig. 6, meaning that the correct numbers to be compared are 2 x 28 = 56 
and more than 100, but this is still a large difference. 
Fig. 15 corresponds to a level of random stresses closer to that used 
in practice. A crystal of the stable orientation {110} (211) from fig. 9a is 
given 75 shear steps of 0,025 in ROLTEX 1 with an average random stress 
of 0.5 and no additional s tresses . Now the basic stresses are dominant as 
revealed by the approximate stability of the orientation, but because of the 
random stresses there is a substantially larger spread around the stable 
orientation than there was in fig, 9b. This indicates that reasonable levels 
of random stresses do not cause any drastic change in the orientations of 
the deformed crystals, but only an increased orientation spread. The ex-
amples shown in chapter 3 in ref. 2 confirm this conclusion. 
As already mentioned, the level of random stresses used in practice 
i s provided by HORS dOEUVRE as the mean numerical value of the ad-
ditional s tresses . A typical set of average additional s tresses was given 
in table I for K = Ks = 20. They are seen to be about 0 . 1 5 - 0 . 20. HORS 
dOEUVRE plots the average additional Stress versus reduction as shown in 
fig. 16 and approximates the average additional stress with a third-degree 
polynomial in red (also shown in fig. 16). The third-degree approximation 
is forced to pass through (0,0), which requires a sharper bending of the 
curve than the third-degree polynomial can provide, and therefore the 
polynomial i s not a very good approximation. However, the exact level of 
random stresses i s not very critical so that the third-degree polynomial 
approximation will give sufficient accuracy. HORS dOEUVRE prints out 
the coefficients of the polynomial, LL{0) - LL(3), as shown in the HORS 
dOEUVRE output in Appendix E. Three of them are used for the determi-
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nation of the random s t r e s s level in ROLTEX i (LL(0) is very close to zero) . 
The LL's produced by HORS dOEUYRE correspond to the mean value of the 
additional s t r e s ses , and this mean additional s t r e s s should define the mean 
random s t r e s s in ROLTEX 2. The polynomial L in KOLTEX 2 with the 
coefficients LL1, LL2, and LL3 actually defines the maximum value of the 
random s t r e s se s equal to twice the mean random s t r e s s (see 2. 2.1), and 
therefore the LL's from the HORS dOEUVRE output should be multiplied by 
two before they are used as LL's in the ROLTEX 2 input. The plot in fig. 
16 shows thai the mean additional s i r e s s is not too far from being constant 
in the whole deformation range, meaning that one might use a constant 
value of the maximum random s t r e s s in ROLTEX 2. This is done for certain 
applications in a special version of the program. 
Apart from the maximum value of the random s t r e s s components another 
parameter , RANDOM (see 2. 2. 2), must also be defined for the governing of 
the random s t r e s se s . For shear steps of 0. 05 RANDOM is normally given 
a value of 10, meaning that the maximum number of steps for which the 
same random s t r e s s component can operate is 1 0. This corresponds to a 
mean "lifetime" of 5 steps, i. e. in average each random component will 
change 20 t imes in each crystal during deformation to 80% reduction (the 
average number of steps is about 100, cf. Appendix B). 
3. 4. The Random Orientation Distribution 
In the vast majority of applications ROLTEX 2 i s intended to simulate 
the texture development in an initially texture-free mater ia l . As already 
mentioned, the computer generates pseudo-random orientation distributions 
for indicator * 0. If these distributions really correspond to random d i s t r i -
butions, the "specimens" in the computer are approximately texture-free. 
Fig. 1 7 shows the distribution of {l 11} and {l 00} poles of 100 computer-
generated crystals (indicator = 1, i, e. there is no deformation). The d i s t r i -
bution is not, and should not be, quite even for a random distribution of only 
400 and 300 poles. The A / 2 solid angle of the quar ter pole figures is divided 
into 1 6 areas each corresponding to the same solid angle and each cha rac -
terized by one of the le t ters A, B, C, or D combined with one of the figures 
1, 2, 3, or 4 as il lustrated in fig. 17. The area next to the rolling direction 
is for instance D4. The number of poles in each of the 16 a reas a r e listed 
in table III for three different distributions of which the distribution from 
fig. 1 7 i s No. 1. Table 111 also gives the number of poles for the a reas 
taken together in groups of four, each group corresponding to a let ter or to 
a figure, and it gives the sums for the three orientation distributions. The 
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theoretical standard deviations are calculated as the square root of the 
average number of poles in the type of area considered - based on the 
preliminary assumption that the distribution function for the number of 
poles per area corresponds to that of a typical random phenomenon as the 
number of radioactive decays per uuit of time. If the distributions are 
random in this way, 68% of the numbers should be within the quoted standard 
deviations (and 96% within twice the standard deviation). Table III shows no 
tendency for any of the areas to deviate from the average in a systematic 
way. Out of the 192 numbers in the table 32 are outside the range defined 
by mean value - standard deviation and 2 are outside the range mean value 
- twice the standard deviation. The ^*pected numbers are 61 and 8 respect-
ively, i . e. the actual distribution of the number of poles per area is nar-
rower than the "radioactive distribution". This can be understood from 
quantitative calculations of the probabilities, but the important thing i s that 
the distribution i s relatively narrow, and therefore it is not necessary to 
go into these calculations. 
Thus, the {111} and {100 } poles are distributed in space with no 
systematic deviation from an even distribution. It i s therefore justified 
to conclude that the orientation distributions generated in the computer are 
satisfactory simulations of texture-free materials. In this connection it 
should be remembered mat even in real materials with their very large 
number of crystals the pole distributions are normally not quite even. 
The facts that the orientation distributions generated are not quite even 
and that they are uneven in different ways for different values of crystal-
parameter have a certain effect on the calculated textures. Fig, 18 shows 
the calculated { i l l } pole figures for two different orientation distributions 
subjected to identical deformation conditions (50% reduction). There is a 
certain difference between the two pole distributions after deformation, but 
they obviously correspond to the same type oX texture (the copper type as 
illustrated by the experimental copper pole figure superimposed). In ref, 5 
the distribution of discrete orientations produced by ROLTEX 2 was trans-
formed to a smooth three-dimensional orientation distribution, and it was 
found that two different orientation distributions deformed to 95% reduction 
under identical conditions produced identical three-dimensional orientation 
distributions. This shows that the difference between different orientation 
distributions only exists when the calculated texture is considered as being 
composed of orientations of individual grains. As soon as the smearing 
operation i s applied (which does not remove systematic differences in 
texture), the difference disappears. 
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3. 5. Miscellaneous 
As mentioned in 2. 2, 5 and 2. 2t 6 the crystals nre n.,t s tr ict ly cubic 
after deformation, because second-order te rms a r e neglected in the cal-
culation of the lattice rotations and the magnitude of the shear steps must 
have a finite size for practical reasons. 
For each of the 1 00 crystals deformed to 80% reduction in shear steps 
of 0. 05 the output in Appendix B gives the cosine of the angle between two 
crystaliograpbic axes that is most different from 90 . For the majority 
of the crystals the cosine i s smal ler than 0. 01 corresponding to deviations 
of approximately half a degree or less. The mean value of the ten largest 
deviations is 0. 8°. The situation reflected in Appendix B is considered to 
be just acceptable. Once the deviation has reached a certain level it seems 
to accelerate, and therefore shear steps of 0. 05 a r e not used for reductions 
higher than 80%, For 95% reduction the steps a re reduced to 0.03. When 
the shear per step is decreased and when random s t resses a r e applied, the 
value of RANDOM is normally increased so that the mean lifetime of each 
random s t ress component sti l l corresponds to the same amount of shear 
(see 3.3). 
The possibility of including overshooting was described in 2. 2. 5. It 
turns out that the application of overshooting does not lead to improved cal-
culated pole figures, and therefore it is not very important. However, the 
correct functioning of the overshooting procedure may contribute to demon-
strating that the program as a whole works properly. The orientation in 
fig. 9a was found to be stable because of the operation of the two symmetr i -
cally oriented slip systems. If overshooting is added, this stability dis-
appears. One of the two systems is selected for the first shear step, and 
in the next step this system will have its resolved shear s t r e s s multiplied 
by SHOOT and therefore continue to operate with i ts resolved shear s t r e s s 
becoming increasingly smal ler than that on the other system. Eventually 
the crystal will reach an orientation where the resolved shear s t r ess on the 
first slip system multiplied by SHOOT will be smal ler than that on one of 
the other systems. If SHOOT is not too big, this system will be the other 
of the two systems marked in fig. 9a, and the result will be a lattice rota-
tion towards the vicinity of the original orientation. When this is reached, 
the operative slip system again has the overshooting advantage, and the 
lattice rotation will go on so that the symmetrical orientation is passed. 
This orientation oscillation will continue indefinitely. Fig. 19 shows the 
orientation of the {111} poles after 1 0, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 Bhear 
steps of 0. 05 performed in ROLTEX 2 with SHOOT = 1. 33 (no additional or 
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random s t r e s ses ) . The corresponding number of steps is indicated for each 
pole. The crysta l i s seen to perform the predicted oscillation - with an 
amplitude of about 10 . 
4. CONCLUDING REMAHKS 
Chapter 2 contains a thorough description of the functioning of the 
program ROLTEX 2 and the relevant par ts of the auxiliary programs ROL-
TEX 1 and HORS dOEUVRE. In chapter 3 it i s shown that the programs 
work as intended. Thus, the present report supplements refs . 1 -6 , giving 
the physical significance of the resul ts obtained with ROLTEX 2: It gives a 
detailed description of the mathematical means by which the physically 
significant resul ts a r e obtained, and thereby it can give the reader an in-
creased possibility of understanding exactly what a r e the basic assumptions. 
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Table 1 
Mean additional s t r e s s and mean deviation from macroscopic 
change in shape for K - Ks = 20 and for K = Ks = 0. 001 




































































Number of steps performed (maximum allowed number is 100) and final 
orientations expressed as (hkl) uvw for the same 10 crystals of initially 
random orientation deformed in shear steps of 0. 05 with the application 
of different values of the K-parameters 
K*Ks12- Number 
























































































- 0 . 1 1 6 
0.785 
0.699 
- 0 . 1 8 1 
0.659 
- 0 . 1 0 5 







- 0 . 1 6 3 
0.795 



































































































































































- 0 . 7 2 3 
-0 .377 
-0 .018 







- 0 . 7 2 3 










(to be continued) 
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Table II (continued) 
K=Ks12= Number 








































































Distribution of polee in three different orientation distribution* 
Total number counted' 
Average number per 
•mall area 

































24.61S.0 18 .614.3 24.S±4.9 18.6* 








































































*' The numbers counted are slightly below the correct numbers. For 

























































































































nstance the first one should have been 400 instead 
hat they are only counted for one. 
INPUT AND DRAWING OT 
CO-ORDINATE SYSTEMS 
GENERATE A "RANDOM" CRYSTAL 
I 
TRANSFORM THE CO-ORDINATES OF 
SLIP PLANES AND SLIP DIRECTIONS 
I 
PERFORM A SLIP EVENT 
if reduction is reached 
I 
if reduction is not 
reached 
PLOTTER DATA TO DRUM 
I 
I 
if predetermined number of 
cryatals i* not reached 
I 
czJ 
if predetermined number of 
crystal« is reached 
J I 
PLOT FROM DRUM 
_ 
Ft*. 1. Flow chart tor ROLTEX 2 with indicator • 2. 
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ROUj) 
/ Sphere with ra4ms 1 
- Small circle 
Crystollaf raphic 
• r a x i » 
•-TDU,} 
Fig. 2. The generation of a random 





Pig. 3. A geometric co-ordinate syatem 
in a defonning crystal. The material in 
the point (0,0,0) is assumed not to move. 
The figure refers to the situation before 
lattice rotation. 
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Pig. 4. The transformation of geometric 
co-ordinates of ft tu the co-orJinaies 




Fig. 5. Stereo^rnphit projection of crystal with slip 
direction and slip-plane normal lying in the plane 
determined by RD and ND. 
t i 
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Flg. 6, The lattice rotation of the crystal from fig. 5 represented by the rotation path of the f i l l } and {100} poles 
plotted for each shear step of 0. 05 during 45% reduction in ROLTEX I with only the basic stresses applied. A Wulff 




, Slip-plane normal 
Fig. 7. Section in the crystal from figs. 5 and 
6 while it is gliding with slip direction and slip-
plane normal in the plane determined by RD and 
ND, i. e. while the lattice rotation is "simple". 
&m:å 
• * # 3 * & * * i 
Fig, 0. The rotation path of the {111} poles of the crys-
tal from fig. 5 related 90° about ND. The deformation 
takes place with a special basic stress system consisting 
of a tensile stress along TD and a compressive stress 
along ND. The initial rotation path is identical to that tn 
fig. 6 rotated 90° about ND. 
i?D 
BK 
Fig. 9. The eymraetrical orientation {110} <211>. (a) atereographic projection with operative alip planes and 
slip directions marked with circle«, (b) rotation path or more correctly orientation oscillation produced by 2 5 * 







Fig. 10. Another symmetrical orientation, | l 1o ) <100). (a) stereographic projection with the two active slip 
systems marked with full and half circles and with the approximate rotation path resulting from the full-circle 
system indicated. |b) rotation path of the {l 11} poles for 25% reduction in ROLTEX 1 in steps of 0. 05 with 













'•* • *—- TD 
Fig. 11. The final {fil} poles of the same 10 crystals of initially r/uidom 
orientation deformed 60% in shear steps of 0,05 with different values cf the 
K-parameters (all the parameters K, R»12, Kat 3, Ka23 are equal in each 
example), (a) K - 0. (b) K - 10. <c) •< * 25. (d) K * 50, (e) K • 200, a 
reduction of 60% is not reached as shown in table II. 
% 
Fig. 12. The lattice rotation of the crystal from fig. 5 
deformed to 50% reduction with additional stresses, illu-
strated by the j l " f poles. Initially it is a simple rota-
tion about TD as it is without additional stresses (fig. 6), 






Fig. 13. The ( i l l ) poles of a | l 10)<10C-) crystal (see 
fig. 10a) plotted Tor each shear step of 0. OS during de-
formation to 25% reduction in ROLTEX f with additional 







Fig. T4. The crystal from fig. 5 deformed to 50% re-
duction with a high random-stress level. The fl 11) 
poles shown seem to perform a "random walk". 






Fig. 15. A cryaUl with {110} <211 > orienUtioo (cor-
reaponding to fig. 9a) ia deformed in 75 atepa of 0.025 
•hear with the average numerical random atreaa com-
ponent 0.5. The orientation ia approximately etable, 




Fig. 16. HORS dOEUVKE plot for K = Ks - 20 (corresponding to the 
output in Appendix E). The average of the numerical value ol all the 
additional stress components is plotted versus reduction and approxi-
mated with a third-degree polynomial. 
30 RD 
— IT 
B C D A B C 0 
Fig. 17. The distribution of (111} and (lOOj poles for 100 computer-
generate crystals (indicator - J, j. c. no deformation «ad plotting in one 
quadrant only). The «/2 solid angle is divided into 16 areas each cover-
ing the same solid angle, The dietributionH art- seen to be reasonably 
even, cf. table HI. 
TJ 
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05 1 2 05 1 2 
Fig. 18. Two { t i l } pole figures calculated with ROLTEX 2 tor different 
values of crystalparameter (K * KB23 - 0, Ksl 2 = KBI 3 - 20, 50% reduction, 
no random stresses). Experimental copper pole figures are superimposed. 
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Fig. I 9. The {111} poles of the crystal trot« fig. 
9a deformed in ROLTEX '1 with SHOOT = 1. 33 (no 
additional s t resses , no random s tresses ) . The 
figure pres.-nts the results nf s t - e n problems per-
forming 10, !>0, 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 steps, i. e. 
it i s not a direct computer plot. T h e i l l O r £H 0 
orientation is not stable with overshooting in the 
sense that it was without overshooting (fig. 9b). 
\ppendix \ 
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real deltax.deltnyi 
{roecdure head; CH (100)1 
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«toi4)i 
• i* typecbart 
If t > I2fi then a r« a - 128, 
If a - 50 tfcjn'go to •turti | r a • 55 then go to and of proftma« 
end of ttopt" 
procedure CR(a)| 
T*|w"»t* Integer »1 
begin 
i f iinecowter - 6 < a then a :» llnBcounter * 2\ 
iineeointcr :* llneeauntér*- • ; 
for a := a - i step -1 until f1 do aatcR*r(€*)| 
I f llnecounter < 0 ttan begin 
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end of llnecountér <P 
enl of CHt 
procedure pløtHne{iO,y{\x1,yl); 
vmiué'xoT yO?xl,yl| real xoryP,xl,yi| 
begin Integer xx,yy,trj boolean hopi boolean army B[i a m If 
coaiént'S* 761 
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pler(hop)i 
xxx :- xxx + xx| yyy > yyy + yy 
end plotllnei 
AL> 
real J^oejdwe plotayBb©l(t,x,y,h)j 
v^Ine £*i^yjh( IptSSK t l f"?! x ,y,h | 
$S6J? 1?**C** KK*yy,nitne.nli*i,xi,yi,«««k{ hoolgan hop, AAj 
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comént SJl"??/>; 
hii"«"h » 2Pj 
xx i - drunpLace; druHplaee :- p l n i f 
from drumrø; druapl&ce :• plane - t * ?i 
frem drua(A); druaplaee :- xx; 
AA ! - A[P|; 
xi := BpIlt(AA.n,c1Birtt,i, ,»,ni1*i,9,yi) j 6 | 
yl := (yi-xi*6) * hh* xi :- xi w hht 
xx := xi * x/del tax - xxxj yy := yl + y/deltay - yyy-««nk«hn«2i 
xxx := x/deltax; yyy :•= y/deltayi 
pierproc [Bf? ] ,hap,xx ,yy)i 
n2 := (ni-fi) x S ; ni :• i f m < 7 then ni « s elge 3*i; 
for J :« in ;t*p, *> until ni, P atep 1 untn n2 flo 
begin 
I f I «• r then AA :» Afiji 
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xi :- x1 + xx| yi •' yl + yy end If 
xxx J«= xxx • x1t yyy ;= yyy + ynwi*>ibhw2i 
plotayafcol :« x + •pllt(AA l3S39iyy)/>3" h * deltax 
end plotayafcolt 
plabe :=pl»Bl2jl11l:='+P;plil-t:-plabc-l60i 
xxx :=yyy:»Ot deltax :^deltay:«l; 
drun :^rumplaee; 
llneeounter:^; 
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for a:«=i step i until 30 do outchar(n2)toutclaari 
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drunplace := dnai 
paeieeount«* := P| 
problBW no := inonej 
!f proolen no < r then go to end of program; 
1 nput (day, nonth, year) ( 
for a :» 1 step 1 unttl. 30 do outchar(il2); 
head i 
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vfltetext(4< 
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end of teet; 
coment NtV ClMS THE FRÆRAHf 
coniént »JLTBC 2, P~ U31 A.E.K. 20 Juni 19671 
begin 
Integer indicator, 1, RANDUM, STOP, randonparaBeter, 
cryatalparaaetea', k, counter,p,q,r,«1t,TT,ø,PtQ,PP,QCl,Ki| 
Integer array dr[l :2]j 
béfin 
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wgin randoayaraarter:- r&ndoeaamae<teral25t 
randattzaraxcter:-: randoaparaaeter- TWdflonwrnrt«-3796?05wJT9*203! 
randoa:- Fandoanaraaeter« <lWO/2796tt>3* 
end randcw; 
real procedure randaecryat(A,B)t 
M^in cryetalparaaeter :-crysUtl]wmBetenri?5| 
cryetftlptrmMeter :*cryBtjftlpejreacter- cryetalparaaeter 379&(ty(?796203f 
randaacryst:- crystalparameter* {B-A)/2796»3-»* 
end imndoHcrystt 
begin coanent coordinate Byeteaai 
real procedure plottert(«tjlnK,)c,y,h,d)t 
n i v e n^d'atfinsi real x.y.h.d) 'bo?lft9 af last 
begin boolean array'Srr :39]( 
integer"i J^tp"t"caeet real xOj 
io"":»*i| eaae :* P| 
l f apllt(Btrlic,r,3,t) - ir then begin i i- UO| 
for i :- 1-6 lrtrile Bpllt(atring*l*l+%t)4l0 
do"lf t = 63 tnen'begln x :- xO| y :« y-d • h end glae begin 
i f t*- 58 then'éaaé" :"o 
élae If t ='So then 
case ":= >2R rteé"*":- paotayabolft-teaae^tyih) end end ejae 
bajln 
tf ":* druaplacet 
8plit(Btrinf,1f.i9,J,3n,39,j)| 
druaplace '-« ^»O-'Wi froa drua{b)( J :• <tf| 
for J :- J - 6 wMle spllt(b[i]tJ,J+%t) 4 10 do bggln 
i f *t «= 63 then bééln x :« xP| y :• y-dxh end elie" 
begin If t = *8 then ease :- o 
élaé'jKt - 60 then"case :• i2fi e l s ; 
i":» plotayi*olTt*caee,x,y,h) end" 
i ; J « r» then begin J :« l»2i I " - 1+1 end| | f 1 > ?9 thén*teg!n i :* o< fron drua(b]*enfl 
énfl( 




vainj'x&T yr, xnln, xnax, ynin, yaax, xaark, yaarkf 
féål xn,yC,xaJn,xaBX,y«iin,yaax,xx*rk,yaarkf 
begin real yi,y8j 
intiger xx,yy.tr,Jj 
boolean hop,plus,xj 
boolean array B[lJ11ll]| 
procedure pilj 
begin'xx':- -Si yy J= -20| «ler(hop)| 
xx :- ir( yy :- 0» fller(hop)i 
xx :« - "Jtyy '•" ?0| pier (hop J( 
endt 
tf':* druaplacet drunplace %* pi n i ; 
fro« drua(B); druaplace :- tri 
plua :« abe (yyvvdeltay -yaln) > abe(yyyxdeltay - yaax)i 
x :• i*J?fi 
for j " s " i , 2 do begin 
yVs- i f plua J§«n*ynax elee yadnf 
xx J» xo/deltax3tixj yy "i-'yydeltay-yyyi 
i f x then Rlerproc(B[2],hop,yy1xx) ejff plerprocfBf2]lhoptxx,yy)| 
xxx :i"xxx • xxj yyy :• yyy • yyi 
l f plua then pllj 
Æ m r + m mm F ¥
 m 
\ 4 
for y? := yp + entlex((y1-y0)/yaark+(if rlua then -.ni ejae 1.01)) • y w k 
while y2 < y«ax A y? > yain" 
xx :» nj yy := y2/deltay - yyy; 
ri er (hop); 
>"W :~ yyy • yy; .. 
xx :* i r ; yy := r- gler'hop); xx .*- -^1 * ler (hop); xx :- m, (tier (hop) t 
yl := y2| endt 
**
 : = r
't yy**(if Plu« then y«I*i ?!se yawO/deltay - yyy; 
Kier (hop); yyyt- yyy+yy"" 
If - , plus then pH; 
x":= plus :="truet y»i» :*° **nln; yr-ax *E xaax; 
yi := y-»rk;"yiirk:= xairk; n»rlc:= yi; 
yi :- yO; yO := xP; xO :•= y l ; yl := xxx; xxx :« yyy; yyy :- y l ; 
71 := del tax; del tax :- deltay; deltay :« y1j end; 
end; 
real procedure rlotmr*er(l^"o'ut,tal1x,y1h); 
•åipe tal^xiy,h| 
s tr i fe layout; real t*l ,x ,y,h; 
begin c (Ment A.E.K.-SA 91, april i96^.Deacrlptlcm In SA 91; 
1 nv£ef~anB* ?nt, an«rn, exp, t i , zero, space«
 r fArpteftp, fn, n, fe t inexpi 
procedure ane laf (synbol); Integer symbol; 
begin""" " 
' i f Byrtbol^ then x:=x-* else x:-plotsymbol (symbol ,x,y,h); 
i f ana>i then"in»*--anri/2;"" 
If apacea^'ana then begin spaces :-sp&ees-Ane;x:=oc+h end 
end anslag; 
procedure platlnt(l-it,leiwth,n,fn,pointplace); 
value* "* lnt, 1 ength, n, fn, polntplaee; 
Integer lnt,length,n,fn,polntplace; 
bejl n" Integer c Iff er, q; boolean slgnlf; 
t f fn=3 then begin x**=platsyBbol(lf lnt<H then J2 elge i6ri,x,y,h);fn:0 end 
elje fn=* i f lnt<r then ?2 else If fn=2 then ifiO else fn«l2fl; 
If fh-i2Ffthen begin x:«x*ti;fn":=^ end" 
?nt, :=aba(intl; Sl^nlf :=falae;q :=tMlénKth; 
fer length := length-l while lenrth > P do 
begin 
" *q :=^/tl;clffer :*lntjq; lnt :=lnt-clfferxq; 
1f - . s l^nlf then al^nlf'"clffer^O v length=polntpl&ce-1 +nj. 
I? Blfinlf tfiéj begin If elffer-0 then ciffer'-16; 
jf fnf1 then begin xJ-plotsymbol(fn,x,y1h)jfn:=0 endj 








If fttT A eftp-n then n:=lj 
( - x p ^ i t i ' - i n i i f tal<r then begl" fn:»fn-tl;tal:=-talendi 
ane :--t,IHLlnexpina^n :=tl4(f (*Vp-* 71 
c w e n t vewtrefarokydnlntrt 
i f fe-f then exp:>=-i 
éiaé 
for exp:-«rp-> YfJIf "*?'* M * A t < l l < Bø> do tn.l:= talxtlf 
caaaent hnjrefurBkydnlnpt 
• i f tns- ' i f t a l o then - i e l fe entler(ln(tal)/?.2P?5)| 
for e3rp*£erp+i wftllr wf-n>f9rp do begin t*l:= tal/tliBBgn:*vag»-iend| 
lut i^enrt^rCtalKtiiieftp+.s); 
i f lnt*C then zero:=erp*"P 
éléé 
begin 
i f iirt> t l>i(f*T^ftp) then hegl« exp:-=«xp-M;int:=int/ti end; 
If zerojc then 
>?ein '* 
zero :=rero+i; 
i f lnexp *exp«Cthen f«gn:= 0 
e l i é begin ie^n: a n t l e r (exp/ier o n95)«ero-exptexp:=<3cp-»«a«n end; 
zeru :=zero+entiéfHnTintV? .30g5)~ff*l> eflu • t in . 
I f EercK <~ then IntRent ier ( lnt / t l4n«n+.0 
é l i é 
begin lift a n t l e r (lnVtl/Ungn+zero)+.5)f 
If ef^Piero then eftp:^eftp-e«ro 
éiié 
bog In i f exp*" then" begin int s-intattl4(ztf 0'<ftp)t»ero t^eftpi eftp :K< end 
él*p eftpVeftp-eero| 
l f eftp+téro^D th*n tero :=»eero+i 
end 
end 
end betydende c i fre 
end lnt+i; 
i f fn<T then begin lnt :--lntj fn:=fn*tl end; 
éns t= 52&*JS8T 
plotlnt(lnt,f*rp*«ftptn,fn,eftp); 
far iero :«*er»-1 while ierc>0 do anslag (o); 
If e3tpHn> then fer lnexp:-lnexp-i while tnexp> o do 
begin anslajr(n);lf InéxpK' then x :-x-»h| 
If fe*0 then begin x^x+ii j fe:^ end 
end 
elae $;£tn i f exp> tl/ilnexp then lnexp:=entier(ln(exp)/2.5025) jlég 
for lnexp :>lnexp-i*vhlle fe4?AttiinMcp> ab*(exp) do ane lag (o); 
x i^ploteynbol (i 55, x', y" n) j 




content nav coordinate syateae and Input; 
CftTSK'outtext rt<CJK»wrS: } ) ; CR{2); 
ex :=£'iZP|cy!"i?fln| 
plot text (•t<TD ,^ ex , e y , r . t , 2 ) | 
ex:*inr| cyi^3ST; 
•q:« plottextf-fcl^O Pi« JR'fflUOI } , ex .cy,0.U,2); 
plotnunber (•^ nddf, problem no,»q,cy,o.l*); 
ex:*i2ifl« cy:-^1*'^; 
plottext tø<SD+, ex, cy ,0.!»,2) • 
input (indicator); i f Indicator > ^,* then 
piotaxeefl?^,iy^,l2v\2}>;r,•iyr,?\4(r,9T~99P) e]«e 
rltttaxM(i?^r .i5on ,i^r t?5sn,2(V,2^r- ,990,990), 
\ I 
cx:«2>»2r; ey:=?68D; 
pi ottext M*3TOf, ex, cy, C > , 2}; 
«:=irOt eys=k?*0; 
aq :-pl ottext ( 4 o 11 FUR HtCGLEM +, ex^y .^ . 1 *^}! 
piotnu*er(4nW$,proble« no,aq,cy,c\l0! 
cx:=l2l8| cy^'tBTO; 
plottart tø<RD}, ex ,=y,0 ,<• ,2); 
l f Indicator > 0."j then 
jdotteee(i2^,37ro,i2^,23^o,57or1 'tflno,99fli990) else 
plotsaces (i2 t>T13?0O,l ,«i,23V ,.2^f1i , l f lno'99t1.99ri); 
end block with plottort, -axis and -nutter; 
input { K,Ksi2,KBl3,Ka2J,SHUUr(Rtster,STCtf,l,RA»eM, randt^arateter, 
cryBtalparaaetar, LL1.LL2,LLJ); 
outtext K< Indicator: +)j output(-i-n+,Indicator); CR(l); 
outtext wahape force factors: } ) i 
output C4ndd.d*,K,outap(2),Ksl2toutsp(2)AKs13,autsp(2),ltB23J| 
outtext ft< ørenhoøtln* factor: i ) : 
output Hn.dttd}, SB0ar}| CRfi); outtext(Reduction In percent:JJJt 
output (^nd.d+,R); outt«rt(^< step »l*e: })i output C4n.ddd?,step); CR(l)| 
outtextH<taaxlnuB nuaber of steps: } ) ; output (4ndd?, SP0P)| outtext 
(•t< nunfcer of crystals t J); output (<{ndÆM); CRfi h outtaxttøjAHHltJm 
output (^ hdd^ .RAMDCH); outtext(4< randoBparaieter: j ) | output (^hddddd}, 
randoiparameter); CR(i){ 
outtext f-t<cryBtalparawter: 4)t output C n^ddddd^ , cry« t»lpara»et«r)( CR(i)» 
outt«ct(4<2J-[l-3]: +); output(^-n.ddW+,IXl,oUtar{3),LI2,out«p(3),LL3)t 




Ilpos:= L L i ^ . s v UÆ^."} v LL3>-r.e!} 
coinent nnr the crystals one by one; 
for'k":^ i step 1 until 1 do 
béfln 
i f Indicator "> -?.*> then 
0^1? 
JCi5:= randoBcryBtfp.l); 
If A13 < r.99999 Own 
bé^ln 
*"u:= randoncryBt ( r , i ) ; 
u > randoncryat y1.1.17^706)) 
sq:= sqrtfl-A?3/fc)j 
AH := cos(u)Møq; 
Ai2 := sln(u)icsq 
end else 
béjlfi""" 
A i l :*• Ai2s = r. 
AT3.'^ 1 ; 
endt 
u := randoncryBt (r>, i ) * 
u:= randoBtryst PN3.i'*i,i93)i 
If Ai2 4 2 + A13 A 2 < n.99998 then 
fiégln " 
"A23:* sin (u) x sqrt ftn /i 2 + Ai2 /{ 2); 
aq:- Al? x AlVsqrt J(A11 k * 1 2 yfe) x (All 4 2 + A1? \ 2 ) ) | 
u:« u - arctan {sqrt(t-#q/i2)/sq)t 
A22:= - sin (u) * sqrt (A11 i 2 M13 X 2) , 
A2i :=_ (Ai2 „ A22 + Al3 x A23)/Al1i 
end else 
s> # » • * * • « m 
befln 
"*Ail:= f ; 
sq:= sqrt (A12 4 2 + A13 4 2 ) ; 
- A12:= A12/sq; 
Ai3== *15/"<Ji 
A2l:= sin (u); 
sq := C'i«(u)i 
A 7 
A22:- »q* A l i , 
*23*"-*q»t Al2| 
I f aba (l<**rt (A21 42 + A22 4 2 + A23 4 2)) > 3«-1« then 
<wtt«rt <4«-y 4)t 
clae 
, 1 « " * 
* *'lnmtCAl1.Ai2,Aii51A22tA25)| 
cutoutW-tuådMf.All ,out«p(U),Al2 ,out«p(M,Al3,o<rtep(U) ,A22, aitap(k),A23)| 
CK(l)| 
•q:- aqrt (An 42 + A12 4 2 + A15 4 2)t 
All:- Ail/aq, A12:- Ai2/aqt Al3s- Al3/aqt 
A2i:- -(Ai2 x A22 tAi3 M A23)/A11; 
•q:« eqrt (A2l4 2 + A22 42 + A2J 4 2)( 
A21:- A?i/sqi A22:- A22/sq; A2J :• A23/eqi 
A31:- A12 it A25 -A22 » AlJ| 
A32:- A13 K A21 -A23 x Alij 
A M : - Al l » A22 -A21 M A12, 
I f aba hurt (A31 4 2 + A32 4 2 + A33 4 2 M ) > 3V* thjji 
oottoct (4<-K ?)f 
itcd new i l lpt eaeawrt coordinate* being g 
for q :- 1,2,3 do 
for r :- 1,2,3 Jo 
ttgln reount«r[qTr] :- 0» fr[q,rj :- ffq tr]:> 0 | 
MQi1"] t- ranflc»(2,RAM>a0t 
end; 
Hi- 3, counter:- - 1 ; 
redt- Cj 
length :- thlcknes* :- tramdl« :- 1| 
m[2 ,2 ] ! -n[ i ,3] :^i[3,3] » q r t < l / 3 ) i 1,1] :-n[2,i l :ml3, i l s- i i^i i ] «-n[l.2] s 
3 ,2 ] I - I C ^ ] !-n[2,3J w( fc ,5 i s—»(1.1]| 
l . l . l ] w d h , 2 , l ] i - « 2 , 1 , l ] ^ [ 2 , 2 , 1 ] !-dT3,1,l] :-aT3,2,l] : -dT^1, l ] :-
d [k ,2 , l ] :^fl[l 3,21 !-ar2,3,2l "flE3i1|2J :*[3 ,3 ,2J :^[^,1,2J :-aft ,3 ,2] t-
d[2,2,3l :-d[2,3,3l :-*[3,3,3J ! ^ [ M , 3 l i -aqrt( l /2) | 
[1 ,1 ,2 ] : -df2 , l ,2] :«*fl ,2,5] !-d[1,3,3l :ML3,2,3] :-dP».3,3] : - d [ i , t . l ] i 
[1 ,3 ,1 ] 1 ^ 2 , 3 , 1 ] :-d[3,3,1J :«<«*,3,1J J-dLVr?] t-*C2,2,2] :-«[3,2 |2] :-
d[U,2,2] : - d [ i , i , 5 ] : -d[2 , i ,3] *1[9|1|5J »«<*,i |3J *• 0 | 
nev i l l p event: 
counter :- counter +i| 
begin real npl,np2,np3, dpql,dpq2?dpq3i 
for ps - 1,2,3,» do 
" " n p i : - n [ p , i ] , np2:- n[p ,2 ] | np3*- n[p,3] | 
n p , i , : - np1nAli+ np2«A21f np5xA3l| 
p,2 I:« np1«Al2+ np2icA22+ np3xA32f 
p,3JJ- r*lxAl3+ np2*A23+ np3aA33t 
for q:- 1,2,3 do 
begin dpqi:- d[p,q t l]» dpq2:- d[p ,q ,2] | dpq3:- d[p,q,3]t 
d [ p , q , l ] > dpq1«At1+ dpq2*A21+ dpq3«A3ll 
d [p ,q f 2] : - dpq1xAl24 dpq2tcA22+ dpq3xA32| 
d[p,q,3]«- «pqlnAl3+ dpq2*A23+ dpq3*A33 • 
end q 
én£ p end block) 
I f aba" (Indicator) < 1.5 v red > R/t^* v counter > OTQF ttøn go Jo p lot | 
SA »• C| L:- a b i ( ( ( U > r e d +U2)xred +LLl)xred)t 
fcfCi" Trt4 fWrPp1irp2,Pp3i Spqi 
j-or p :- 1,2,3,^ do 
bfgln 
Flp!2] :- n[p,2]j 
F[p ,3] :« - * [ p , 3 ] ; 
for « :- 1 .2 ,3 dn 
In 
for T :» 1 ,2 ,3 do 
" Fpq := Ppq + nfp.r"; * ( f f r . q ] + f r [ r , q ] ) ; 
l f ILpoa/v p^ I* t h j j 
begin 
rr:= rc*>unter(q,r] := re *.oit*r[q,r] + 1; 
l f rr= fC[q ,r ] then 
begin 
re awit«r[q, r ]w; 
l f q > r then 
begin fr[5Tf] := f r [ r , q ] j !C[q , r ] :••= HC[r,qJ 
é n d " 
élie 
tflgjn flC[q,rJ := randcwO ,RAHD»l); 







Ppi:= F f p . ^ j Fp2:= f f P , 2 ] { Pr^J= F f r , 3 ] , 
for q : = * • ? . 3 do 
begin 
Spq := Fpl > d [ p , q , l ] + Fp2 * dfp.q,.5 • + Fp3 » d f p , q , 3 ] ; 
l f SH'.NIT > -C.s. A p= PP /•• q = QQ A Kl > 3 . s then 
S M : = Spq M SHjfT; 
l f aba (Spq) - SA then 
begin 
SA :•= aba (Spq}; 
P :•= p? Q := q; 
ø:= l f Spq < C then -1 e lae 1; 
end end 
4nd p*:= i<? ,%*» end •blocks 
befln 
m i ' d l . d?, d?. ni , n?, n3( 
d?:= d 
d1*:- d 
ni := n 
n?:= n 
n5;= n f F , 5 l i 
aq := stepxrv; 
A?i :-• - a q x d l ; 
A22 :•> i -eqwd? s 
A2^:= -eq*d3s 
l e n g t h : - (l^*qxd2)*lerrth: 
so:= »qrtCA2l/fe^A22/i2*Å23^2); 
AiMi= A2i/sq; A22 := A22/aq; A23:-A23/ B q, 
aq := atepxrij 
A n := t-squdl} 
Ai2:= 8tepien2*dlj 
Ai3:= -aqnd3( 
tranadlm:- d +*qicdl Jutransdltn; 
8qu «qrt (An^^i?/ |2tAi3/ |2) ; 
An :- An/aqi Ai2 := Ai2/»qs AiV=A>3/aqi 
'AT1 := Ai?xA?3-A?2ieAl3| 





f [ i , l ] j - Xkfl-tnnadlalt 
ff 2,2 ] := K* (1 - i /transdla); 
lt» step/2; 
h , 2 l : « f f 2 t l ] : - ff2,lj-K»1Z«iq«fm>rd2-titfi»dl)| 
[ l i 3 l i - rfj^J!" fT3,M-Ril3»«lx(nl««-W«ai)( 
[?.3]:= fT3,2!:- r[3,2Hfc3<«aq*fo2«o3-«n3*a2)! 
end block; 
j f "SHOUT < -r .^ then go to nev s l ip arent; 
i f eowter < r.s'then "* 
begin 
"VP:= P; Qft:« !J; IQ:- Pft+i 
end else 




FP:= P, QQ:= Q; 
end; 
go'to nev s l i p event; 
eosient nov pole figure cocrdltmtes to dnai or to plotteri 
p l o t : " 
begin real cx,cy txpole,ypolej 
béfln "" 
real "array Coofi :fl]| 
for*p":=*^ SHF 1 H^ii b ?2 
bé§ln 
xpole:= nrp,ll/fabBfnTp,3]) +i); 
ypole:= n[ri^T/(ab*(n[p,3]) *l); 
I f Indicator > r.^ then 
begin 
xpole:- ab» (xpole); 
ypole:- abe( ypole); 
CQ0[2 xp-l] := 12J8 + 99T> * xpole; 
C00[2 xp]:=3688 + 99/> * ypole; 
end else 
begin"" 
I f n[pi3] < r then 
xpole:= - Xpole; 
ypol*:- - ypole; 
end; 
éx":= 123A + 99^ * xpolej cy:- 3698 + W * ypole; 
plotsynfcol(l30,cxrcy, O.J); 
end; fndj 
1?"indicator > P.* then 
6|gln 
*"dniH)lace:>^lr[i ] ; 
to drum (COO); 
dr[i]:= drunplace; 
end; end 111 pole figure; 
besjln'" 
real array COOfi :6J,x[i :3,1 3 ] t 
for q i - 1 at«? i until 3 do 
*S6Jn
 r 
X 1,q1:- n [ l ,q , + nU,q]t 
2 i q ] ! - nf i .qj - n,3,q.» 
[3,q]:= n[ l ,qj - n[2,qj; 
end; 
TOT p'.» 1 »tep 1 until 3 do 
\ 1II 
aq:= sqrt(x[p,-i? fc >x[?,2] 4 2+ xfp,5l £ ) ? 
for q :* 1 step 1 unti l I do 
x[p ,q l :« x [ r , q ] / r 4 ; 
i f P •>2.'- then 
begin 
" f a u l t : - "; 
for q:= 1 et.ej- *» ' j r ' i l 5 a« 
béfin 
"* " r:= q+i; 
If r ^ 3 . ^ then 
r := V** 
aq: x ' q . i 1 x x [ r , l ] + x f i , ? ] * x [ r ,2 l + x[q,3] • xf r ,3] j 
t f aba (at;) • fault then 
fault := &bs (sqls 
end; 
niilput(<b»dd},CJunter); mtep t ) ; Tutput ("tn.dddd?, fault )i 
i f indikator s 2.* ther. 
TiiitåpO); output{4-n-ddd*. x [ i . 3 ] . outapfe), x [2 t 5] . mrtspfe), 
x [ 5 . ? a o u t « r M . x l 1,2!, °utsp(2), x[2,2J, mtapfc), 
x[3 ,2 l ) ; CRO); 
enl e l se 
i f "indicator "* -0.*; then 
•herln 
*"?.:«- t + l j 
i f * < I.«- then outsp {^ ) 
élae begin 
end; end flae CK(i)5 
yp.r-.-r- >' " I ' f ' . b s f r r p . j l H ) ; 
vpole: = xlj^T/OibaCxlp,?])-*); 
if tnft'^st»T r . i - then 
begin 
jcpole:- aba (xpole); 
•pole:- *bfl (yi>ile); 
CiJ i^wp- l l := 121° + r" * xpole; 
C'JJ[; ,*J:~':= 1?AR + 99T x ,-pole; 
end e!se 
M * • — • * * 
begin 
If *fr,5] < n !-h?n 
begirt 
"xri>le:= -xp' lej 
ypole s= -ypi>l e( 
end; 
cx*"= i??fl + 9** * xpols; ey : - Vftfl-Kjcr K ypole; 
plrtsyiribol ( i y , cx , e ' , " .T); 
end: »nd; 
i f i n d i c a t o r > r .^ then 
begin 
druBiplace:= dr[2] ; 
to *lrnr: (C J ) ; 
dr[? ] r= drunrlRcej 
en*; end i r ir pole f trure 
end plH; 
n^rf CRYSTAL; 
J-nd CKHTRAL BUCK; 
' * indicator ^ .^ then 
*. m * * * • 
l i ^ l n 
"ocnient now plot from drum; 
^nte^er n«ir ,»tepne«r (8tep,l iat ,ex1cy,xx,yy; 
boolean hr>p; 
\ 11 
!r*KST H ! W røf-'"^!I.Sau[o:c,r^l,CfX(o:299]l 
boolatn arrig- Bp s l i n ] ; 
roeedure plot; 
In 
[ - ! > SQ^p.ql, 
for U » t : - OT[-l] while l l a t4 - l do 
rt" - i | stepnear:- &»PP| 
for l i s t : - røfrj vhl l f l l s t+ - i do 
•hjglj 
" cx:» COCfødlat 1+12 -xxx; 
cyr- C00[2.rtlst*l J+12 -yvyt 
step;> aba(cx)[Jf abafcyPatep then step:- abs(cy)j 
I f step < atepnéar then 
begin atepnamr:^ step;'near :=r; xx'*vx% yy:=cy 
égd flndln* near; 
f £ H a t 
end searching square for nearest point, 
now n w w l and plot of polnti 
RSrfnearlj= RCTfR&fnear]]; 
Klerproc n^2 ] , hop.xx ,yy) i 
xxz:-nx-«xt wyi-yyy+yyi 
fer r:- i , - i do 
Kr xx := 6,-l5"é do 
tégln yy:» rax; gier (hop) end eros* 
end plotting square 
end procedure plot; 
drtaa>Lace:= p n H j froadnm(a)[ 
for k:- P «tej i until ?99 do COO[k]:- - l ; 
for droaplac«:- d f f ' l l dr[2]*do todrmfC W); 
dr[i]:= dr[il*6«lt dr[2l:- år[$]*€*U 
t:«l238j 
for s:« J688, 1288 do 
begin druBtOace:- lf*a=?688 then 4r[i ] f i se dr[2]f 
1:- If s«VÆ8 then fWl jI5r. f.«l/Rj 
for k:» i step 3PP*until 1 do"" 
bflgln 
" froatfrtaafC.:::]; 
for p:= 0 stgg 1 until 5 do 
for q:= r sten 1 until S jo KMJ[p,q]:» - 1 ; 
for r:~ i't?r r- l whtJe r>P di 
DSglj 
cx:» C00[2*r ] ; 
I f ex > C then 
begin cy;» C0o[2ijf+i]| 
" " p : - {cx-t)n6^i q i - (cy-e)n6Sj 
RBlrlr^Qfifp.qliSairp.qlj- r 
end 
én& deteraHnlnft Hat; 
for i>:^\ p+1 while p<6 do 
mgln 
for q:«S, q-1 vhl le q^o do plot; 
for qj^ 1 , q*l while q<6 do plot 
end 
\ 11« 
end for h 
gafl pole figur«« 
éfA indicator X*.Si 
plotlli»(r, s^o, r, s^or)t 
xxx:- yyy:» C; 
end flf RUUnK; 
»omr-ent THt' FOLLJkOC VEJ. E"r" 3EEHTFI) AITEF THE HtfiGRAMf 
gc'tå'Start; 
end of progr&n: 
for a:«l step i IffiSU Unecounter do imtcrj 
outamn; for'a :=""itm 1 until 60*åo outehar(ll?)| 
end; 
Appendix B 
A . E . K . - Progrwi n r . 431 - Opgave n r . 49 - I C . 4.19GE 
ROLTEX 2 
CONSTANTS: 
I n d i c a t o r : 2 
shape force f a c t o r s : 0.0 20 ,0 20 .0 0.0 overshooting f a c t o r : -1.O0O 
r e d u c t i o n In pe rcen t : 30 .0 s tep s i z e : 0 .050 
ruaxlmui.i number o f s t e p s : 150 number o f c r y s t a l s : 100 
kAUDOM 10 randomparatiieter: 2 5000 
c r y s t a l parameter: 25000 












































































































































































































begin compent: A.E.K. - ADM 2B - July 19&5J 
l ^ e g e r pagecounter, l ineeounter, problem no lday)tK>nth]year,druia,a, 
**x»yyy>pii 11, n n , piabc; 
real deltax,deltay; 
procMure head; CR(ICO); 
procedure outcr;CR(1); 
procedure stop; 
begin Integer a; 
Wltetextl?< 
stop*); 
a : • typechftr; 
If a > 128 then a J- a - 1^5; 
1? a » 5 0 tfiejTgo to start; 
1 ? a * 53 then go to end ct program; 
end of stop; 
procedure CR(a); 
value~a; "integer a; 
begin 
£TTfnecaunter - 6 < a then a :- lineeounter • 2; 
lfnecounter :- lineeounter"- a; 
for a :- a - 1 atep_ -1 until 0 do outchar(6U); 
If llnecounter < L> then begin 
pageeounter :• pagecounter • 1; 
lineeounter :* lineeounter + 64; 
if pagecounter > 1 then 
begin outsp(32); output(i-ddd+, -pegecounter, outtext( {<-*)) end; 
outt*xt(^< 
A.E.K. - Program nr. 386 - Opgave nr.}); 
output{<tndd>, problem no); 
outtext ({< - } ) ; 
output(4nd}, day, outtext (+<•}}, month); outtext(+<.^); nutput(^nddd},year); 




end of l lnecounter <C 
end of CR; 
procedure piotline(xL,yLi,x1 , y l ) ; 
v^Iue xC, y C , x l , y l ; real x0,y(- ,x1,yl; 
H S É * n t * g " : *x .yy . t r ; boolean hop; boolean array B [ l : l l 1 l ) ; 
comment SC 75; — - — 
t r : • drumplaoe; drumplace : • p l l l l ; 
from drum(fl); drunplaee J" t r ; 
xx : - xO/deltax-xxx; yy :• yO/deltay-yyy; 
gi erpr oc (BU'J, hop, xx, yy) ; 
xxx :« xxx + xx; yyy : • yyy + yy; 
xx ; • xl/delt«x - xxx; yy :* yl/deltay - yyy; 
gier(fcop); 
xxx :• xxx • xx; yyy :• yyy •» yy 
end plotline; 
C 2 
r ta l procedure plotaymbol(t,x,y,h); 
value t,x,y,hi Integer t ; real x,y,h; 
bjgja Integer xx7yytni .n2,hh7Lxi,yi,s»nk; boolean hop, AA; 
brotejn arrjy AtO:i ] ,B( l : l1 l ih 
bh : • h x ao; 
xx : • drumplace; druaplace : • p l l l l ; 
from dnnn(a), drunplace ••• plabc - t x 2; 
from drum(A); drunplace :- xx; 
AA : • AtOjj 
xl : - apHt(AA,O,0,a«ntc,lAJnl.5,9.yl) : 6j 
yl : • (yl-xlxé) * hhj xl : • xl x hh; 
xx :» xl * x/deltax - xxx; yy : • yl * y/deltay - yyy-senkXhhxé!; 
xxx : • x/deltax; yyy :- y/deltay; 
gierproc(B[2],hop,xx,yy); 
n2 :- (ni-8) x 5; ni :• if ni < 7 then ni x 5 else 35f 
for I :- 10 at«£ 5 until ni, 0 ateg 5 until n2 do 
tegl" 
1f i - 0 then AA :• A[l]; 
xx :* splfCIXA, 1, i-*fc,yy) : 6; 
yy :« (yy-xxx6) x hh-yi; 
xx :• xx X hh - xl; 
gler(hop); 
xl :• xl + xx; yl :- yt • yy end 1; 
xxx *.- xxx + xl; yyy ;* yyy + yi-a«il5hhx2; 
plotsymbol :» x • spllt(AA,35,39.yy)/*3x h x deltax 
end plotsymbol; 




vrl t e t e x t ^ p l o t t e r ^ } ; typechar; 
start: 
drunplace : • drum; 
pagecounter :• 0; 
problem no :• lnone; 
i f problem no < 0 then go to end of program; 
input(day,month,year); 
for a :- 1 step 1 until 30 do outchar(ll2); 
head; " ——-
i f year < 196£ V year > 1980 then begin 
w?itetext(+< — - — 
aarcf); write(+-nddds-dd^,year); writetext(^< i opg.}); wrlteUndd}, problem no); 
atop; 
end of test; 
consent ¥Od GOES THE PROGRAM; 
consent ROXSEX l, P-386. AEK H6 okt. 1966; 
beg!^"" 
FéaT"K, Xs, L,R, step« sq; 
Integer i,J,indicator,»lipnunber,RAllDCW,rBndoflip«rameter,K,l,n:,counter, 
denim, ex, cy; 
real array A[1:3,1;3I; 
c 3 




Integer C; own Integer x; 
m r ^ th«n>~T="?r 
C ;- x x 125; 
x :- C-27962C3 x entier(C/iJ?96?03); 




rear~red, length, thickness, transdim,SA,d I, d2,d3»8umf ,sumH(itpoie,ypole; 
Integer p,q,r>s,P,Q,H,,<it,PQ,Hcounter, fault; 
r w l arraj N,n,P,S(l:U,l:3],D,4|l;lt ,1:3,1:3),f ,fr, x l l :3 , t :3 ) ; 
integer array rcounter,RC[):3,1:3lj 
AT7,1] : - A[l,2) x Afe,3)-A[2,2) x Al 1,31; 
A[j,2l : - A [ l , 3 J * A[2,l]-At2,3l x A[ t , l ) ; 
At3,3l :- A[l,lJ x At2,2]-Al2,l] x A [ T , 2 ) ; 
If abs{l-9 trt(A[5,lJ I 2 + A[3,2) -f 2 * Al3,3) A if)) > 3»-^ then 
begin 
outtext(i<z-fault f o r ( k , i M ) ; output(+ndd^,k);outtext(^<:,^);output(ind+fl)j 
outer ;end; 
for q. :m i steg 1 untl 1 3 do 
for r :• l at£p l until i 3o 
begin rcountertq.rT"* Cj ?r[q,r] :- f[q,rjs" 0; 
KC[q,r] : - 2; 
end; 
" Counter :• PQ :• fault :• C; counter : • - l ; 
red :• sunif :- suirfl :• 0; 
length ;» thickness :• transdlm :• l; 
comment note SI; 
* l i , l ] :-Kt2,l] :-K[3,lJ :-H[U,l) ! -»[ l ,2j :-H[2,2) :-H[lF3) :-N[3,3) :-9qrt(l /3); 
N(3,2j :-N[U,2] : - i [2 ,3l :-HU,3) :—H(. , l ) ; 
D [ l , l , l J :«D[ l ,2, l ] ;-D[2,1, l ] :-D[2,2, l ] :*D{3,1,1] :-Dl3,2,H :4>0,1, l ] : -
OlU.a.l] :-D[l,3,2l s-0la,3,al :-Dtj, l ,2) :-IJ[3,3,2l ; - D U M , 2 ) :-DlU,3,2] :-
DU,2,3l :-D(2,3,3] :-D[3,3,3l :-D[l*,2,3) : -sqrt( l /2); 
D l i , i . 2 l :4>[2,i,2) :-Dtl,2,3l :-D[i ,3,3j :-D[3,2,3) :=*l^,3,3l :--Dl 1,1,1]; 
D[ l ,3 , l ) : * [ a , J , l ] :-D[3,3,l] : * [ » , 3 , 1 ] i * ( l , 2 , 2 ) :-D[2,2,2] :-Dt3,2,2j :-
DtU,2,2j :-Dtl,1,3] : - o U , i , 3 ) :*©l3,l,3) =-Dl»*,i,3l :- C; 
consent end note S'; 
comment ncte S2; 
new^alTp eventJ 
counter :• counter +l; 
for p :• t steg 1 until k do 
fof q :• i steg 1 until 3 5o 
for r :• I steg I until 3 do 
begin 
for s 
nip,ri '.«d[p,q,r] :-0; 
f  s :• 1 steg l until 3 do 
n[p,r] :«n[p.r] + N[p,s] x A[s,r); 
dtp,q,r] :-d[p,q,rJ •> D(p,q,s] x A[s,rJ; 
end; 
end note SS; 
C 4 
i r •bs(lndlcator) » i then go to plotj 
f f Indicator « 3 then go to plot; 
If red > R/lCO then go to plot; 
f f counter' - sllpniwber then 
begin """ 
fr»ripnu*ber > C then go to plot; 
end; 
ent note S3; 
go on: 
SA :- 0; 
for p :• 1 step 1 until k do 
bejln "~ 
?(p,1J : • 0; 
Ftp,2] :- n[p,2h 
rip,31 •- -nip,3); 
for q :• 1 «te£ l until 3 do 
for r :• t steg 1 until 3 35 
Segln 
Flp.ql : - Flp,ql • nlp.r] x Iftr.q] • f r l r .q l ) ; 
I t P " ** HlS2 begin 
rcounterlq.rl : • rcounter[q,r) * »; 
If rcount*rlq,r) - BCtq,r| then 
begin 
Ifq > r then 
begin 
fr lq ,r ] : - f r t r ,q ] ; 
BCtq,r] : - BClr,q); 
rcounter[q,r] ! • 0; 
end 
begin rcounter[q,rl :• C; 
*CEq,r] : - randos( T ,RMKM,0); 
i f L> -0.5 then 
begin 
fr lq .rj : - L x randoe<(-100,100,^/50; 
i f q + r then 




fr lq ,r] : • 5 x nuKf/(1C x counter * 1) X randemf-10C,ICJO,0)/5C; 
i f q + r then 
frforj :• frlq.rl/*; 
end; end; end; 
enS; end; "~ 
for q : • 1 »tep 1 until 3 do 
" "* s[p,q] ;-F[p, l J x dlp,q,fl * P[p,aJ x d[p,q,2j • Ftp.3] x dlp,q,3J; 
If aba(S[p,q]} > SA then 
begin 
SA :» sb»(Slp,q|); 
P : - p; d J- q; 
i f Slp,q] < C then 
begin 
dl : - -dlp,q, l ] ; 
da : • -d[p,q,2]; 
d3 : • -dlp,q,3l; 
end 
begfn 
~* dt : - d[p,q,lJ; 
62 : - d[p,q,2j; 
d3 : - d[p,q,3); 
C 5 
-El* e 54 ; ^"^ 
er3 note S37~ 
COBjent not« S*; 
A[2,l] :--step x n[P,2] x (Jij 
AU.2J :- i-step x n[P,2] x d2j 
A[2,3] :--9tep x n[P,2] x d3i 
length :- (l*step x n[P,2] x d2) x length; 
aq :• A[2,l] | 2 + A[2,2] | ;> « A12J.3J I 2; 
for r :» i step 1 until 3 do 
AU,?7 :- A^7FT/aqft(sq); 
A[ l , : ] : - !-step x n lFjJ x dl; 
A[l,2] : • step x n[P,2] x dl; 
A[ l , j ] :- -step x n[P,ll x d3; 
trunsdlm :» (l*step x nlP. l ] x dl) x tranadln; 
sq :- A[ l , l ] +. 2 + A[ l^J | 2 • A[l,3l i 2; 
for r : • i step_ 1 until 3 do 
A[l,rT :-All ,rJ/sqrt(aq)j 
A[3,l] : - A[l,2j x A[2,3l -Al2,£] x A( l ,3 l ; 
A[3,2] :» A[i,J] x Al2, l ] -At2,3J x AO.lJ; 
A[3,3l :» A[ l , lJ x At2,2l -A[2, l ) X A [ l , 2 ) ; 
thickness :- i/(length x transdln); 
red :- i-thickness; 
for p t« 1 s u g i until k do 
for q :» l steg 1 until 3 Jo 
for r : - i steg i until 3 Jo 
begin 
Hip,ri :- n[p,r); 
Dtp.q.rl :» dtp.q.rl; 
end; 
consent end note Sk; 
coMKnt note S5; 
f [ i , t i :- K x (i-tranadlm); 
th,k] :» K x (l-r/transdisn); 
T['d.,\ ] :* f [ t , 2 ] :- f [ t , 2 l - Ks x step x .5 x (nlP.l l x d2 + n lP,2j x d l ) ; 
f [ i , 3 l :- f [ 3 , i ] :- f [ 3 , i ] - Ks x step x G.5 x (n[P,3) x dl • n £P,11 x d3); 
f [2 ,3 ! :• ft3,2l :- f[3,2) - Ks x step x -.5 x (n(P,3J x d2 • n [P,2] x dj) ; 
i f L < -0-5 then 
begin 
sumf :» suwf * a b s ( f [ l , l | ) + nbs(f[2,2)); 
l f Ks > 3-1 then 
itmf :* (8umf-n*x (abs(f[ l ,2 | ) + Bbs(f(2,3l) -* abs(fl3,1 U)) /2 .5; 
If counter < t then 
begin 
PP :- P; (A :- <,; 
end; 
lf"PP * P then 
begin 
TfTSi - W then 
begin 
PC, ; • PC + I; 
go to no change for PP and Qd; 
end; end; 
""Kcounter :» Rcounter • l; 
•unit : • swiA • P(i; 
Ptt : - l; 
l f counter > MHDCM then 
RAHDOf :- 2 n~suioH/Hcounter; 
PP : • P; Q* : • Qj 
no change for PP and (<*: 
If Pft > BAMDCM/2 then 
RANDCM :- HARM • 2 X (PCi-RAHDCK/2)/(Ilcounter * 1); 
end note SJ; 
go'tg new slip event; 
comnent note S6; 
p l o t ? " 
for p :» i steg 1 until U do 
C G 
If counter - sllpnumber then begin ex:- I207+990xxpole; cy:* 366l+990xypole; 
begin 
xpole : - n[p,l] /(abs(nlp,3]) • i ) i 
mole i - nlp.2]/(»b«(ijp,3l) • l ) ; 
If nip,3J < 0 then 
Begin 
xpole :- -xpole; 
ypole :- -ypole; 
end; 
fT'lndlcetcr - 3 then 
begin 
I f counter - 0 then begin ex:- l2U3+990xxpole; cy:- 369?*990xypole; 
plot«y»bSnT657cx7cy, .2} end 
e lee — 
begin 
f c 5 
plotsywbolCI30,cx7cy».gjend 
e l se 
begin 
l f r e d >R/1X)then 
begin " *" 
~ cx:» 1207 • 990 x xpole; cy : • 366t • 990 x ypole; 
plotsynbol (!30 , ex, cy, 0.9 ) ; 
end 
e l se begin cx:-i238*990Xxpole;cy:-3&)8*990xypole; 
plotaynbol(l30,cx,cy,.3); end; end; 
end; end 




If Indicator < 0 then 
begin 







end; end; end; 
e n T o f T M p o l e figure; 
for q : - 1 steg 1 until 3 do 
begin 
x[ l ,q l : - n[ l ,q] • n U , q ] ; 
x[2,ql :- n[l,q] - n[3,qJ; 
xl3,qJ : - n[T,q] - n[2,q]; 
end; 
far p : • ' step 1 until 3 do 
begin 
sq : • x[p,lJ ^ 2 * x[p,2] 4 2 + x[p,3J I 2; 
for q : - 1 »teg 1 until 3 do 
xtp,qT :• xrp,qT/sqrt(sq); If p - 3 then begin 
I f f sul t < 0.5 then 
begin 
i q 7 ^ x [ l , l l x x l2 , l l • x l l ,2 l X xU,2] • xl l ,3) x x[2,3l; 
I f abs(sq) < O.o L>2 then 
»q J- xt2,t j x x[3, l j • xl2,2) x »13,21 •x[2,3J x x[3,3); 
I f abs(st) < CO u2 then 
•q :- xl3,lJ x x [ l j ] 7*xT3,2j x x[l,2] + xl3,3) * x( l ,3); 
I f abs(sq) > 0.0 02 then 
beglnfault : • 1; 
5ut5xt(^«lCJO-f«un for ( k . l W ) ; 




xpole :- x[p,l)/(abs( xtp,3l) * t ) ; 
ypole :- x[p,i;i/(aba( xtp,3l) - i ) , 
l f x lp ,}] < o then 
xpole :- - xpole; 
ypole :- - ypole; 
end; 
l?~lndi-ator • 5 then 
begin ~~ 
TF counter • -. then btgln 
~x:»i é;U5^ 99C'X3cpole;cy: -7?9t>990xypole; 
plotsymbciC i66,,ex,cy, .2) end 
else 
begin 
IFcounter - sUpnunfcer then begin cx:-l207*990Xxpole;cy:*l26l*990xypole; 
plotsytnbol( i>0,cx7cy, .9) 
end 
elSebegln 
T?~re3T > R/100 then 
begin 
" c x ~ ; - 1207 + 990 * xpole; cy;» 1261 + 990 x ypole; 




plot8ymbol(l30iCXjcy,.3); end; end; 
end; If p • 3 then begin 
i f sllpnumber >~575 then 
begin """" 










If Indicator < 0 then 
begin 
If indicator > -2.5 then 
begin 
cx:»123B-9°AJ«xpole;cy:-12fx3-*99(iXypcle; 





end; end; end; 
end* of lOO'pole figure; 
e g or SUP; 
procedure plottextfstringjX^hjd); 
value h,d\string; real x,y,h,d; boolean string; 
bégTn boolean array bT6:39]» 
Integer"!,J7tp7t,case; real xO; 
x5~:"~x; case :- 0; 
l f Bpllt( string, 0,3, t) - 1C then begin 1 # 
"For 1 : - 1-6 while split(string,1,1*5,Of 
<£o i f t - 63 2je£~begin x ;* x 0 ' y '•' y~& * h £0É else begin 
l?~t • 5fl then "case""- 0 
e lse If t • 5c then 
caae.:a 128 elae x7" plotsymbol(t+case,x,y,h) end end elae 
begin 
tp 7" drumplace; 
c s 
• p m l a t r i n g . l l M a . i , * ) . ^ . ) ) ; 
drmnplAce :• UoacJ-09; fraa drun(b); J : • Ug; 
f or J ;- J - 6 while 8plit(b[l] ,J ,J+5,t) + 10 do begin 
i f t • 63 then begin x :• xQ; y :- y-dxh end else"" 
begin If t •~?8~then case : - 0 " 
eTje ' t f ' t - 60 theiTcase :• 126 e lse 
x : • pIotsyiBboirt+[;aae,x,y,h) en4T 
If J - 0 then begin j : - U2; l " - i+1 end; 
i f 1 > 39"then"b^gTn i : - 0; fron drun(bT~end 
end; 





SegTn real yl ,y2; 
fo?g*f xx.yyjtr^i 
boolean hop, plus, x; 
boolean array B[1:1111}; 
procedure* pi l ; 
begin xx~:- -5; yy : • -20; gier(hop); 
xx t" 10; yy :• 0; gier(hop); 
xx •• - 5iyy : • 20; gier(hop); 
end; 
tf~:» drumplace; druniplace :• pi 111; 
from drun(B); druraplace :- tr ; 
plus : • abs(yyyxdeltay -yvln) > abatyyyxdeltay - ynax); 
x : • false; 
for J ~ - 1, 2 do begin 
yl :• i f plua "Then ymax els« ynin; 
xx :• xO/deltax-xxx; yy J" y'/deltay-yyy; 
If x then glerproc(B[.2l,hop>yy,xx) else gierproc(B[2],hop,xx,yy); 
xxx : • xxx + xx; yyy ;• yyy + yy; 
i f plus then p l l ; 
for y2 :- yC • entier((yl-yc)/ynark+(If plus then -.01 else I.Ol)) x ynark 
wMle yfi <: yimx A y2 > ynin 
do begin 
xx 7* 6J yy :• y2/deltay - yyy; 
gler(hop); 
yyy :- yyy + yy; 
xx :• tc; yy :• C; gier(hop); xx !• -20; gier(hop); xx :• 10; gler(hop); 
yl :• y2; end; 
xx i" (J» yy:*(lf plus then ynin elge yuax)/deltay - yyy; 
gier(hop); yyy:"" yyy+yy; 
i f - , plus then p i l ; 
x~:- plus :"*"*true; ymin : • xnln; ynax : • xnax; 
yl :» ynark; yraark:- xmark; xraark:* y l ; 
yl :• yO; y€ :• xO; xO : - y l ; yt : - xxx; xxx :• yyy; yyy : • y l ; 
yl ;<• del tax; del tax :* deitay; deltsy ;• y l ; end; 
end; 
procedure plotcopy(string,x,y,h,d); 
value~string,h,d; real x,y,h,d; boolean string; 
begin 
reaI~xo; 
integer case,t ,u,a; 
x":""x; case :• 0; 
spl it(string,3U,59,t); a :- 2fl; 
if t • 60 then begin 
case : - l2?"7"s"pITtrstrIng,2a, 53, t ) ; t : - t • case; 
a :* k'd', end; 
If t • 6)"th"en t : - 6U; 
(.• y 
S p l l t ( s t i l^ . fL . t , • ) , • . . . ; 
I f u » 5f- v u =^  ' i . *r.er. ^ejjin 
ca se :» U - ^ " ' * *'»? 
» p i l t { s t r i n g , s-t,, ^-*-,'.iJ; end; 
I f U - 6* ' l e n u :=• W+; 
u :™ u T oase ; 
l f u • IL v ie : -. :-» ' e l s e 
f e r t : - » wfT.e '.n-lj\"fx. do; 
f o r t :=• ij-..-rA"~ wM^- t • u de 
i ? t -•• ti- .' • - " " -rlen cegln 
X : - XL.; y ;-» y - d .~< :."*enJ 
e l s e b e g i r. 
Xl^plotsymfci:.^ \,*,y ,''••); 
o u t c h a r ( t ) ; e w ; 
end uf pjct^Jvpy; 
conmenT. note ' ; 
o u t e r ; ou ts r ; ou te r ; 
o u t t e x t ( "t«iEMtftAL VAKUdLEsi); 
o u t e r ; u u t - r ; 
outtext{<t<plot s ign : } ) ; ex :<M;>0;cy:-1*700; 
p l c t c o p y U < [ W , o x , c y , o . 6 , 1 . 5 ) i 
l n p u t { i , , j J indi. 'BtorjElipnuniber.step.K.L.R.KAHIXlljrandoupBraBeter); 
o u t t e x t ( < < i n d i c a t o r : } ) ; 
ou tpu t f+n} , ' . r id icatcr) ; 
outtextC^C s l i p number: ^ ) ; 
output(<fnddd>,sL'.pnumber);outtext({< shape force f a c t o r : ^ ) ; 
cu tpu t ( fndd .dd> ,K) ;ou te r ; 
out text(^<random fcr^e f a c t o r : ^ ) ; 
o u t p u t t i n d . d d ^ j L ^ o u t t e x U ^ C nunber of d i f f e r e n t x : ^ ) ; 
output ("fndd}, i ) ; 
o u t e r ; 
out text («nu,7iber of d i f f e r e n t y corresponding t o each x : ^ ) ; 
cutput(<fndd*, , ' ) ;out text(4< r e d i u t J c n In per c e n t : $)l 
outpu t (tf r.ti. tTl|, ;•<); . jut^r; 
outtext('i<HA:::!LK: ^ ) ; 
ou tpu tC <ndd>,HANDLH); 
outtextf'JK magnitude of steps: ^ ) ; 
o u t p u t f ^ n . d d d * , s t e p ) ; 
o u t t e x t ( ^ < randarnparameter: ^ ) ; 
ou tpu t (<f ndddd}, r a ndonpn ramete r ) ; 
o u t e r ; ou t e r ; out:-r; 
outtext{-t<CUURDINATE VAK U3UES+); 
i f ind ica to r> 1 • 5 then begiri 
o u t e r ; o u t - r ; 
o u t t e x t ( + < xx xy x?, yy yi s t e p a ^ ) ; 
o u t e r ; 
end 
e l s e ^egin o u t e r ; o u t e r ; 
ou t t*xtT?< xx xy xz^ ) j 
o u t e r j e n d ; 
i f K > 0 then 
~ Xs:- Kfi 
e l s e 'oegin K :» -K; Ks : • ; 
end j 
coinnent. end ncte 1 j 
TOggént note k; 
pIo t t ex t{4^rU>, rx , ry , ->* ,^ ) ; 
cx:-i r . ! : ;cy:-i*T50j 
' p It t r , e x t ( « i 1 1 FUR PKCJBLRK»,cx,f:y,.l*]2); 
. x : - ! - - l r j . . y : - U R - ' . ; 
; .• ' 'ex* {i<K;>,r_y., ;y , .-. , ' ) ; 
C 10 
plota»»( 1250,3700, i50,2350,2cO0,W0O,99\99C); 
plottext(i<IOO FCR PMBL«Kcx,cy,A,2); 
cx;*12lfi;cy:«CUT0; 
plot t*xt{+<WD/,cx, try, .W,2); 
ex: <fU20;cy :•! 260; 
plottexT.(+<n4.ex,cy,-U,2); 
plot»xes( 1251., 1V-0,150,235: ,200,2«»0O,99C,99O); 
coHaent end ncte 2; 
sq :- rando»(c, i X)0^,randoararaTter); 
coMCnt note 3; 
i f indicator < 1.5 then 
for k : - 1 step t «ntTT I do 
begin ~~ 
lnput{Atl , l ] ,A[l ,2] ,A[i ,3l) ; 
outputtf-nd.dd , A [ l , l ) ) ; outap(fc); 
output(4.nd.dd: ,A[ i ,2 l ) ; outsp{li); 
output({-nd. dtf ,A( i , 3 l ) ; outer; 
sq :» A[1, i l • 2 * A[l,2l * 2 • å [ l , 3 l 4 2 ; 
for 1 : • I step 1 until 3 do At 1, rrt- ArT;n/«irt( «i)i 
l f •o«(Alt ,3l) > ^.9999 then 
begin 
A[2,3l :• 'JJ 
for 1 :• T »teg 1 until J do 
begin 
Al2,l] ; - co»(l/2 x 3.l'»l59 * 1/J); 
At2,2l :- sIn(l/2 x 3.H»159 * U3)i 
SUP; 
end; end 
e l se for 1 :• t step 1 until J do 
oegTn ~* 
A[2,3) : - •qrt(All , l l A 2 * A| t ,2j + 2) x atn{3.1*159/(2 » j ) * U - l / M - 1 M*V5)h 
A[2,2j : - -Afl,2l x A[l,3l X A[2,3 l / (A[ l , l l + 2 • Atl.2l A 2) • »trt 
i (A[ l ,2] x All,31 x Al2,3l X 2) k 2 •* x (A[ 1.1 ] 1 2 • A[l ,2l i 2) x ( (A( l , l ) 
x A[2,3l) A 2 * (A[l,3J x A[2,3lXfc2 -A( l , l l 4 2>)/{2 x (A[t , l ) 4 2 • Atl,2l 
+ 2)); 
Al2, l l :» sort(l-{A[2,2l i 2 * Al2,3l A 2) ) j 
l f abs(A[l , l ] x A12,1] * At 1,2J X At2,2i * A[l ,3l X A(2,3J) > 3a-* then 
A[2,lJ : - -A[2,l l; 
l f abs(Al l , l ) x A[2,l) * A[l,2) X A[2,2l < A[l,3) x At2,3l) > 3*-% then 






en? note 3 
coaaent note h 
él£ 
fOT~k : • 1 atep 1 until i do 
begin "~ 
lnput(A 1,1], A[l ,2) , Al 1,3), A[2,2l,A[2,3D; 
outputU-nd.dd: ,A[ 1,1J); outap(lt); 
output(< l-nd.dÆ ,A[ 1,2]); out*p(4); 
output(<-nd.dd ,Al l ,3 l ) j out»p(fc)» 
output(<-nd.dd+,At2,2l); outsp(»); 
outputtf -nd.d«f,Al2,31);, outapCt); 
«q : - A [ l , l ] I 2 * A[l ,£) | 2 * A £ I , » 4 2; 
for 1 : • 1 step 1 until 3 do 
~ A [ l , n :- AriTTT/xiftCsq); 
l f ab* (Al 1,1 J) > 0.CQ1 then 




t f eba (All ,2] x Al2,2] + Al 1,31 * A[2,)l) > 3B-U 
then 
Begin 
outtext U:<yy-y2/x-fault for K«4)j 
output (fn},K); outer; 
end; end; 
•q :• Al2,l) * 2 + A[2,= l | i * AU,}] 4 i ; 
for 1 : - l step 1 until 3 do 
M 2 , l T : - Ar5Tn/iVt(aq)> 
SUP; 
output(4nddd$,counter); inter; 
end note *»; plotline (0,^5°°,0,55-XJ); 
xxx:» yyy:« o; 
end of RQUEX; 
c e m e n t THE FOLLOWING WILL BE INSERTED AFTER THE PROGRAM; 
go to start; 
end of program: 
for »:"1 »teg 1 until linecounter do outer; 
outaun; for a :• '~»^*E 1 m^ll 60~do outehBr(ll2)j 
end; 
\|>|HMidix O 
beg^n comment: A.E.K. - MM 2B - July 196j; 
-~_6££ psgecounter, linecounter,, problem no,day,nonth,year,drum,«, 
»Mt.yyy.pl'1 i , m i.plabc; 
real deltax,deltay; 





B :• typeohar; 
If a > 12? then a :- a - 129; 
i? & • 50 then~go to start; 
i F a • 53 then go to end of program; 
end of ptopj" 
procedure CR(a); 
value a; 1nteger a; 
begin 
if linecounter - 6 < a then a ;* linecounter • k; 
Ilnecounter :• linecounter-- a; 
for a :• a - 1 step -1 until '., do outchario1*); 
if linecounter < .; then begin 
pagecounter :• pageeountér • 1; 
linecounter :» linecounter • 6U; 
if pagecounter > 1 then 
begin outsp(32); output(4-ddd}, -pagecounter, outtext(^<-^)) end; 
outtextU< 
A.E.K. - Program nr. 461* - Upgave nr.^}; 
output{^nd<tf, problem no); 
cuttext ({< - * ) ; 
cutput{tnd>, day, outtext U<.* ) , month); cuttext({<4); output(|nddd^,year); 
comment NUW UNE LINE TL BE PRINTED IN EACH HEADING CAN BE WRITTEN; 
i*u*.textU< 
HLKS dLEUVHE 
end of l inecounter <'J 
end of CK; 
grocedure plot l ine(xWy»>x1,y l )# 
value xc7 y c , x i , y l ; rea l xO,y' j ,x l ,y l ; 
begfn integer xx,yy, t f ; boolean hop; boolean array B [ l ; 1 1 1 l ) ; 
conMnt"5f V*i 
tr :"~5runplace; drumplace : • p l l l l ; 
from drum(B); drumplace ;• t r ; 
xx : • xtVdeltax-xxx; yy J" yC/deltay-yyy; 
gierproc(3[é;),hop,xx,yy); 
xxx :- xxx • xx; yyy :- yyy + yy; 
xx :• xl/deltax - xxx; yy i- yl/deltay - yyy; 
gier(hop); 
xxx : • xxx * xx; yyy :• yyy • yy 
end piotllne; 
real procedure pi.ctsyrahol(t,x,y,h); 
value t,x~y~%i integer t ; real x,y,h; 
1) 2 
fcegln integer xx,yy,n1 ,112,1:11, l.xl.yl,s»nlt; boolein hop, AA; 
booréanTrray A[:_: i ],B[ i : l l l T j ; 
eanSent STr^/i; 
hh~:-~F x 2;; 
xx : - dnmpiace; drumplace :« p l l l l ; 
from druci(B); drursplace :• plabc • t « 2 i 
from drumt.A); drumplace :• xx; 
AA : - A( J ; 
x1 : - spl it , AA,;;,c,s*nk,l,i*,nl,5,9,yi) £ 6# 
y l : - ( y i - x - ^ - ) x * h ; x l : - x l x fch; 
xx :- xi * x/deltax - xxxj yy :- yl • y/deltay - yyy-MnxXhhxa; 
xxx ;• x/deltax; yyy :• y/deltay; 
6lerproc(B[c i,y;cp,xx,yy); 
n£ :- (r.l-c5) * 5; ni : - If nt < 7 then ni x 5 else 35; 
for 1 :- '• steg 3 until ni, U ate£ 5 w t i l n2 do 
begin 
if i - C then AA : - A[l]; 
W :- splitrAA,I,l*U#yy) : 6j 
yy :- (yy-xxx6) x M-yl} 
xx :~ xx X hh - xl; 
gier(:.^p); 
xl :• xl + xx; yl : - yl * yy end i ; 
xxx :- xxx * xl; yyy :- yyy * yl-swikXhhXii; 
plctsymbcl -.- x * split(AA,35,39,yy)/«3x h x deltax 
end plotsymbtJi; 
plabc :-pUmi2;ll 11 :-U0;pll11 :-plabc-l6c; 
xxx:-yyy:=C;delt=jx:»deltay:"1; 
drun; "druKF la -«» 
l i neccunter: =>C ; 
writetext(^<?Lotter*);typech^r; 
for s:*! steg 1 until JCi de outchar{ 112)jout.;lear; 
start: 
dnimplice :• druia; 
pagecounter :• ~; 
problem no :• inone; 
If problem no < L then go to end of program; 
i npuvfday,month, year); 
for a :• i steg 1 until 3C do outchar(ll2); 
head; 
If year < ">o v year > 1970 then begin 
vritetext{+<: 
aar}); vriteU-ndddE-dtf^year); wltetext(+< i opg4)> wrlte(indd+,problMi 
stop; 
end of test; 
cament NbW CUES THE PKUGHAM; 
conmnt HURS dLEUVRE, P-U6U A.E.K. 1 December 1967; 
begin 
féal'Kj Ks, R, step, sq, u, red, length, 
thi-kness, trsnsdint, SA, dl, d£, d3, sumf, sural, auMc*, sum3, 
ex, cy, fault; 
Integer i , STUP, crystalparemeter, k, counter, 
sumcour.ter, p, q, r, s, t,M, P, d; 
real array A, f 11:3,1:3], »,n,F,S[ i:U,l :3 ] , 
ffrari:U,l:3,l:3], LI-UOl . 
HED,SUMF,SUWlt SUK;, SUM3, ZERD[l;1l]; 
D 3 
real procedure randomcryst (A,B,Y); 
f ee l A^B; 
begin 
integerCj mm integer xj 
i?~Y$~0 then x : -~?r 
C:» x * 125; 
x:» C-27962-33 * entier (C/2796203); 




value h,d,string; real x,y,h,d; boolean string; 
begin boolean array~bTS:39]| 
ln£3S£!i i j j7tp, t ,case; real xO; 
x5 i- x; case :* 0; 
i f aplit(atring,Q,3,t) » 10 then begin i : • fco; 
for 1 : - 1-6 while splltf s tr ing^ 7I*?7tHlO 
do i f t - 63 then begin x :• xO; y : • y-d x fc end else begin 
T? t~" 58 then case : - C 
else i f t "~EC then 
ease :- 128 else xs» plotsynibol{t^case>x,y1h) end end else 
begin ~~ " ~~~~ 
tp ~» drumplace; 
spl l t (string, to, 19, L,30,39,J); 
drumplace :» •oxjrJS; from druai(b); J :- 1*2; 
for J :- J - 6 vhlle sp l i t (b [ i ] ,J ,J+5 ,0 t 1C do begin 
i?~t • 63 then begin A :* xO; y : • y-dxh end else 
begin i f t™56*tfjjsii case : - 0 
el«e~lf~t - 6c then'caae :• lgA else 
x :* pXotsymbolft+caBe.x.y^h) eni; 
i f J - C then begin J :• <*2; 1 : - i*l end; 
i f 1 > 39 then^egfn i : - 0; fro« drun(D7~end 
end; 





féaT"xO, yG, xnin, xBax,ymin, yaax,xaark,ynarkj 
bégTn real yl ,y2; 
boolean hop,plus,x; 
boolean array B[ KH1T ] ; 
procedure'pTl; 
begin xx :- -5; yy :• -20; gler(hop); 
xx :S u;; yy :• C; gier(hop); 
xx :- - 5;yy '•' «•» gier(liop); 
end; 
tr": - druiapla^e; druuplace :• pi 111; 
from druro(B); drumplace : • tr; 
plus : • absCyyyxdeltay -ynin) > abs(yyyxdeltay • ynax); 
x : • false; 
for J "-~T, '<• do begin 
yT~:- If plus tFen ymx else ynln; 
xx :• xO/deltax-xxx; yy :• yl/deltay-yyy; 
if x then gierproc{B[2j,hop,yy,xx) else gierproc(B[2],hop,xx,yy); 
ixx :"xxx + xx; yyy :* yyy • yy} 
If plus then pl l ; 
D 4 
Jor yfi : • yC + en.tier((yi-yu)/yi»rk+{lf plus then -.'J1 elae l .01)) x ynrk 
while yi? < ynax A y£ > ymln~~ 
*o begin 
xi" : • u; yy ;» yij/deltay - yyyi 
gier(hop); 
yyy :* yyy * yy; 
xx : • 10; yy : - :ij gier(hop); xx :» -20; gier(hop); xx :* 10; gler(hop); 
yi : - y2; end; 
xx. : • 0; yy~-(if plus tt.en yniir. else yimx)/deltay - yyy; 
gier(hop); yyy i - yyy+yy; 
i f - , plus then p i l ; 
x : - plus : - t rue; ymin i* xmln; yraax : • xmex; 
yl : • ymark;"ymark:- xaark; xnark:" y l ; 
yl : - yQ; y :• x0; x'J :• y l ; yl : - xxx; xxx :» yyy; yyy : • yl* 
yl : • deltax; deltax : - deltay; deltay : • y l ; end; 
end; 
real grocedure plotnuinber(layaut,tal,x,y,h); 
value taI7x7y7h; 
s t r l r j j layout; rea l i a l ,x ,y ,h ; 
begin comment A.E.K.-SA 91, ap r i l 1967.Description In SA 91* 
intejje^'ans, lnt.nagn, exp, t i , zero, spaces,f Ap, ef tp , f n, n, f e, lnexp; 
procedure anslag(symbol); Integer synbol; 
be£Tn 
1f symbol-O then x;«x*h else x:"plotsyaibol{syoibol,x,y,h); 
i f ans>l the"ansi"ans/ i! ; 
i f spacea> ans then begin spaces:»spaces-ans;x;*x+h end 
end anslag; 
procedure plot in t ( in t , length, n,fn,polntplace); 
value lnt , length,n,fn,polntplace; 
integer lnt , length,n,fn,polntplace; 
begin~Integer ciffer,q;boolean slgnlf; 
l f fn-3 then begin x:-plotsynbol(if I n t o then 32 else l6u,x,y,h);fni-C end 
else fn:- If lnt<0 then Vd else If fn»2 then l6o else fnxiafl; 
l f fn-i2S~then begin x:-x*hJfUT-0 end; 
i n t : "»bs{ in'tTT slgnlf: "fa Ise;q: - t l^Iength; 
for length:* length-1 while length > 1; do 
begin ~~ 
q :"q / t i ; c i f fe r :* in t :q ; in t ; " in t -c l f fe rxq; 
If -, slgnlf then slgnlf :»cIffer+C V lengthT»lntplaee-1+n; 
i f signlf then begin If clffer-0 then c l f fer :« l6 ; 
" If fnf) then begin x:*plotsymbol(fnfx,y,h);fn:«0 end; 




lF"fn+f-' then x:-x+h 
end p lo t in t ; 
ze ro : - - sp l l t ( layout, ;, 1 9 , s p a c e s , a f l ^ f n . ^ ^ n . S f c ^ f ^ r p ^ . S J . e f t p , 
3fl,39,fe,35,3Mnexp,i!0,23, ero)* f/rp+eftp; 
i f fn>t A eftp-0 then n : - 1 ; 
e x p t ^ t i i - l C ^ l f talC" then begin fn:- f i j - t l ; ta l :»- ta lend; 
ans:"-tL-finexpi"irHgn:"ti^rf?rP^'Tr 
comneni venstreforskydr/rig; 
l > 5 
i f fe*: then exp:--l 
e l se 
fur exp:-e*p"-i while exp> ans AtaK aagn do t a l : - ta lxt l ; 
cowaent kJjreforskydnlng; 
smgn:-~if taKi then -1 elae entler(ln(tal)/2.3025); 
for exp:^exp+i while aagriSTirp do begin t a l : - tal/tl;eagn:^eegn-lend; 
lnt:*entler{ t»Wti |ef tp» .5 J j 
l f lnt-0 then iero;«exp:*C 
else 




If Inexp xexp-othen aagn:* 0 
~* else begin aegn:"entler(txp/zero+.99)x~ero-exp;exp:-exp+sugn end; 
zero:--ero^entlerTlnUntJ/g.yj25)-f<rp-eftp aagn; 
lf ?.ero< ; then lnt : -ent ler ( lnt / t i l egn* .5) 
e lse 
begin !nt:-entler(lnt/ti-Maagn*7.ero)*.5); 
If eft,p>zero then eftp:-*ftp-/:ero 
e lse 
begin I^ f exp-ti then begin lnt:-lntxtl4<£ero-eftp);zero:-eftp;ertp:-0 end 
elge eftpt-efip-zero; 
If eftp»iérofc then iero:-^ero*1 
end 
end 
end betydende cifre 
end int+o; 
If fnCi then begin lnt:--int;fn:-fn*tl end; 
ans:- %£~35fl} 
plotlnt( lnt,fn)rp»ef tp, n, fn, eftp); 
for zero:-:ero-l while zero>0 do anelag(c); 
lf exp-0 then for inexp:-Inexp-1 while lnexp> 0 do 
begin an«lag(o);lf lncxp-0 then x:-x*h; 
If fefO then begin xi^x-rhjfe:*" end 
end 
else begin lf exp> tuflnexp then lnexp:^entler(ln(exp)/<!.^<<!5) 
for lnexp:-lnexp-1 while fe+3AtlAinexp> aba(exp) do anslag(D)j 
x:-plotsyBbol(l55,x,y,h); 





value xCJxl; real xr,xi ,x,y,dx; 
begin Integer xxjyy.tr; boolean hop; boolean array Bll:11UJ; 
tr :- druaplace; drunplace : - pit 11; 
froa drun(B); drwnplace : - tr; 
x : • xu; xx :- x Vdeltax-xxx; yy :> y/deltay-yyy; 
glerpror(Bti],hop,xx,yy); 
xxx ;• xxx •» xx; yyy :- yyy • yy; 
for x :- xC steg dx until xl do 
begin "~ 
xx : • x/deltax-xxxj yy :« y/deltay-yyy; 
gler(hop); 
xxx :• xxx • xx; yyy f- yyy • yy 
end end plotgraph; 
I> ! 
procedure POUT? (W^x.y.v.a.WEIGHIHG); 
Integer R,P; 
boolean WEIGHING; 
a r r j j f x . y , * , « ; 
connent A.E.K. Ay^js; Ir.d. 1962. Least squares f i t of a polyruwlal approximation 
i s described L« SA - I.1; 
integer J .k ,n; 
r ea l a l fa , beta, XPHCL, ICPRU!, SVL, SQSUM,ULDSVØUW , fc • I J >; 
arrajj error, arpol ,o ldorpci [ l :H] , ; -ora[-t:P) , ui*i»:<-r«[ --:P]; 
for n ; - 1 steg 1 unt i l K do 
begin 
erroftn] :• y[nj; 
orpoltnl :- J; 
oldorpol[n] : - 1 
end t;f I n i t i a l se t t ing; 
a l f a :» old& : • cor*j[-l ] :=• Zi 
beta : - UXDS^ SUM :- 1; 
for it : • C s teg t u n t i l P do 
begin 
JffRGB : - YPKJD : - SW3UM :« C; 
for n : • 1 steg 1 vtntll N do 
begin 
error [nl : • errorln] - olda x orpolLnJ; 
H : - oldorpoltn] X beta; 
oldorpoltn] :» orpol (n] ; 
H : - orpoltnj : - H - orpol[n] x (x[n] -* a l f a ) ; 
I f WEIGHING then R : - orpolCn] X v [ n l ; 
sQ : - R x orpolTn]; 
SQSUH : - St*SUM * SQ; 
YPRUD :» YPRID • R X error [n] ; 
XPRID : - XPRUL) • »» x x[n] 
end for n; 
a [k ] :»o lda: - YPBUD/SC^ UW; 
oldcora U b * "j 
eora lk]s" i; 
I f k>C then 
for j : » k-f s teg -1 unt i l !! do 
begin 
R~:-~beU x oldcoratjJ; 
o ldcorat j ] : • c o r a t j ] ; 
c o r a [ j ] : • i l f a x o ldcor*[j ] + R • c o r a [ j - l ] ; 
a [ j ] : - at J I • olda X coralJ] 
end for J; 
beta : • -SQSUM/uUffigsUM; 
ULDSQSUM : - S(J5UM; 
a l fa : - -XPHLD/Sl^ UM 
eri> for k; 
é n l of POLY-1 j 
connent now coordinate system and Input; 
input fK, Kn, K, s tep , ST(J>, 1, crystalparsmeter); 
CK<2); outtext(t<CQ»STAHTS}); CR{2)j 
outtext{*OC: }}; cxitput(indd.d>,K); 
D 7 
outtext(±< ic8: J.}. outputffc*M.dt,lU); 
outtextU< H: } ) ; outputtfnd.d*,!«); CP(l); mittexttf<atep: * ) ; 
output({n.ddd},step); outtext({< SKI": J ) ; output(indd^,STtf); 
™«ext(+< i : i); outputUndd*,!); 
CHUJ. outtextUccrystalparaaeter: J ) ; 
output(4ndddd4,cxystaliur!U>eter); 
CR(3); outtext{+<3tepa/fautt»); CRC2); 
plotaxes {6X, &X), kOQ, 23C0, 3^0, 33 !0, 15^0, 1000); 
e x : - 1::0; cy:- 2500; 
ex:* ploltext (4<HUS dtEUVRE - PROBIBt}, ex, eyr O.U, 2) ; 
plotmudber (tnddd}, problem no, ex, cy, J-Mi 
V.« :; 
sq:" ran4aacryst("jiuc,jrystalparaneter); 
for M:- t s^ep 1 until 11 do 
SUW[Hj?^ SUMTTffTT- SUfElMj:- SUM3[M]:- 0; 
cuwuLnt now the crystals one by one; 
for k:- l steg 1 until 1 do 
be^ln 
ATl73]:" r-*ndoncryst(0,1,0); 
If A(1,3} < O.99999 then 
u:» i-andoncryat {0,1,"l)j 
u:- 'randOBcryat (C, 1.57 796,0); 
A[i,l):- cos (u) x sqrt (1-A[i,3l ka)l 
Atl.ah- »In (u) x aqrt (l-A[l,3l Jfe); 
end else 
in 
All,lis- A[l,2l:- >; 
All,3}:- 1; 
end; 
u:- randomcryst (C, 1,0); 
u: - randoncryst { o ^ - ^ l ? ^ , ) ; 
If Al l ,2 ] k 2 + Al l ,3] • 2 < U.99998 then 
begin 
~~A[2,3J:- air (u) X aqrt (A[ 1,1 ] ^ 2 -» All ,2] | 2) ; 
aq : -Al l , 2 ] x A[l,3]/aqrt t (Al l , l ] | K +Ali,2] fe) x (A[t , l ) 4 2 + All ,3l + 2 ) ) ; 
u:* u - arctdn (sqrt( l -*yf2) /s ; ) ; 
A[2,2J:« . aln (u) x sqrt (AL1.1 ] A 2 +Alt,3] 4 2) ; 
A[2 , l ) : - - (A[l,2j x A[2,2] + All,33 * A[2,3])/Al 1,1 ] ; 
end e lse 
begin 
""A[T,I1:- Oj 
aq:- aqrt (A[),2] * 2 * All ,3] k> 2); 
Al l ,2 ] : - Afl t2j/aq; 
At 1 ,3] : - All,3]/»q; 
Al2, l ) :» sin (u); 
Al2 ,2): - cos (u) X Al l ,3 ) ; 
A[2,3l:- -cos (u) x A[ l ,2} ; 
end; 
i f "aba (1-aqrt (A[2,tJ +2 + A[2,2j ^ 2 • A(2,3) 4 2)) > 3a-fc then 
outtext ( t o y } } ; 
A [ 3 , l ] : - A [ T , 2 ] X A | 2 , 3 ] - A [ 2 , 2 ] X A [ 1 , 3 J ; 
A[3,2 l : - Ah,3]*Al2,l l-Al2,3]xA[l, l l; 
A[3 ,3 ] : - A[l, l]xA[ii .2)-Al2,l]xAll,2]; i 
If aba («qrt(A[3,ltøe-'A[3,2tø2*Al3,3H2)-l) > 3„-i» then 
outtext U<-z * ) ; 
coranent coordinates being generated now s l ip; 
for"q:" 1 steg 1 until 3 do 
for ri" 1 step 1 untfl 3 5o 
f[q7rTi" '">; 
counter:" sumcounter:« -1 ; 
red:* sunT:B fault:« sum):" sum?:* »unø:- C; 
length:" thickness:* transdlm:" 1; 
KEU[2):« . 1 ; 
[J 8 
for M:- 3 step 1 until 11 do 
BEETM!:-RH5[JUI]+O7IJ 
Kll ,1] : - B U , I ] :-Kt3,ll :-N(U,l] :»N[l,2] :-B[a,2] : -* l l , 3 ) :-Mt3J3l :-«U*t(i/3)j 
K[3,a] :-H[4,a] :-N[2,3l :-N[U,3l ;--K(l,lfc 
Dl l ,1 ,1 ] :*> l l , g , l ] s 4 [ S , 1 , l ] :-D[2,2,l] :-Dt3,1,ll :4>[} ,2 , l ) :-*tW,l,}] :» 
D[U (2,l] :-D[l,3,2] :-D[2,3,2] :^D[3,1,2] :«D[3,3.2) :-Dl>»,1,2j :-0C*.3^J *• 
0(2,2,3] : * [a ,3 ,3 l :-D[3,3,3i :4>[<i,S.3) :-Bqrt(l/2); , 
Dti .1 ,2] : * [ 2 , 1 , 2 ] :-Dh,2,3) : 4 ( i . 3 , 3 ] :^D[3,2,3] •.^["•,3,31 :—p[ l ,1 , l ) j 
011,3,1] : * l a , 3 , i l :-Dl3,3,D :*>[<*,3fi) i*D(l,2.2] :4C2.2,2l :Ol3 ,2 ,2 ] s-
D[U,2,2] : -D(l , l ,3j :"0(2,1,3] :-D[3,l,3) :-D[l»,1.3] J- i j 
new s l ip event: 
counter:- counter*!; 
sumcounter:- sumcounter+1; 
for p:» i »teg i until k do 
For q:» 1 steg 1 unTil 3 5" 
for r:» ) step 1 until 3 3o 
" ~ i n ~ 
n[p ,r ] : - et[p,q,r]:- '); 





If r e d " H/no V counter > STIP then 
go to f inish; 
SA : - ; 
for p :- 1 at*£ 1 until k do 
begin 
F[p,l] := ;; 
F[p,2] :=• nlp,2]; 
F[p,*] :- -nip,31; 
for q :- l steg 1 unt^l 3 do 
for r :• J «*££ 1 until 3 do 
FTp% ]:-"rCp, q ]*nlp, r ]xf [ r ,q ] ; 
for q:- 1 steg 1 until 3 do 
begin 
S f £ q ] s - P[p,i]xd[p,q,iI*Flp,i:]xdtpJq,2]*F[pJ3]xd[p,q,3]; 
i f abB(S[p,q]) > SA then 
begin 
"" SA :- abs(S[p,q]); 
P :- p; (J :- q; 
If Slp,q] < C then 
b£gin 
d1 :- -d[p,q, i j ; 
d2 :- -d[p,q,2]; 
d3 :- -d[p,q,3]; 
dl : - dlp,q,l ] ; 
d2 :• d[p,q,2]; 
d3 :- d[p,q,3J; 
end; end; end; 
£5&i 
Al2,1 ] :--step x nlP,2] x dl j 
A[2,2J :• l-step K n[P,2] x dg; 
A[2,3J :--step x n[P,2] x d3j 
length :- (us tep x n[P,2] x d2) x length; 
sq :- sqrtf Al2,i] | 2 * A[2,2) * 2 • A[2,3l I 2) ; 
:• 1 steg 1 until 3 do 
A[2,rT"N Ar?7r7M; 
At 1,1 J 
A [ l , t ] 
A [ 1 , 3 ] 
for r 
l-step x
 n[P,1] x dt; 
s'ep x n[P,2] x d1; 
-step x n [ l \ j j x d3; 
U 9 
transdin :• (l-»step X n[P,l ] X dl) X transdim; 
sq :» sqrt(Al i , l ] ^ 2 + Al i ,g] | 2 • All ,3l I 2) ; 
for r : - i step I until 3 do 
A[3, i ] :- A t l ^ ] x AU,3] -Al2,a] x A[ l ,3] ; 
Al3,2] :» A[l ,3l x Ata.lJ -A[2,3l x A [ l , l ] ; 
A[3,3) :- A [ l , l ] x A[kt2] -A[2,l] x A [ l , 2 | ; 
thickness ; - l/(length x transdim); 
red :• 1-thickness; 
for p :- i step 1 until 4 do 
«lp,q.i:-n[p,ql; 
for r : - 1 atep l until 3 do 
Dtp#qJrJ !• dlp,q,rT7 
end; 
f l l . l ] :» K x (1-transdin)i 
r[2,2] :» K x (l-l/transdim); 
f U , i ) : • f [ l , 2 ] : - f [ l , 2 l - Ks x step x 0.5 x (nlP,l] x d2 • n [P,2l x d l ) ; 
f [ l , 3 ] :- f [ 3 . l j : - f [ 3 , t ) - Ks x Btep x c.5 x (n[P,3) x dl + n [P, l l x d3); 
fti!,3] :- f t3 ,2] :» f [3 ,2] - Ks X step X 0.5 X (ntP.3) X d2 • n [P,2] x d3); 
sumf:- aunif +((«t)B(f[lJl ])*abs{f[2J2]))/2*Ksx(aBs(f[l,2]h 
sbB(fU,3])*sbs(f[3,l]))/(3XK))/(l+Ks/K); 
BUDII : - sunil*(Bbs{r[t,l ])*abB(f[2,2j))/2; 
sura2:» s«Bfif*rs,os(f[l,2])+abs(f[l,3)))/2i 
sum3:« sum3*a.bs{f[2,3J)i 
for Mt» 2 step 1 until il do 
1f red > REEffiT then 






sumf:« sunl:* sun2:a sura3:" o; 
suacounter:" Q; 
end; 
go~to new s l ip event; 
f inish: 
for p:» 2 steg 1 until it do 
begin 
" "«, : • ab»(".3333-abs(ntl,ljxnlp,l]*n[l,2)xn[p,2j+nll,3lxn[p,3l)); 
If sq > fault then 





i f t > 3.5 then 
begin 




comment now results; 
RED[l]:- c; 
RED[2]:- '.'.05; 
2ERO[l !:• HO; 
.Ænula]:' i; 
for M:- 3 steg 1 until 11 do 
begin 
" R E D [ M ] : - REDlM-tl+'.i; 
ZERU[H]:- i; 
end; 
C8T3); outtext{+<RBSUUTSf); CH(2)j 
i> 10 
for M:» 2 step 1 unti l il de 








CJC- lScuxREDtHl^e5'; cy:« lioaxSUMF[M]*7At,J 
plctsynbolt iy .cx.cy, . .3); 
P:- H; 
end; 
PGUfl (P, 3, RED, SUHP, -iSLi, LL, true); 
CK(2); outtextC*<LLli):3l: J ) ; 
outputU-n.ddd»-&l, UUc), out»p(5), 
U j l ] , outsp(5), LLl2], ouUp(5), LLl3]J; 
cx :*6 i0 ; sq:» 6oO*HEDlP]xi5C)0; 
plotgraph (ex, « i , red, fl:o*(Uir]+IXt 1 ]x((red^)/i5G0)*LlU]x[(red-6<X>) 
/1500 )ie+lit 3 M (r«d-6C0)/ i5«))(i3)»ciooo, ic); 
plotllne (0,2600, ,26oc); 
xxx:• yyy:» 1; 
end HIRS dOKUVRE; 
c a y n t THE FULUWIH& WILL BE INSERTED AFTER THE PROGRAM; 
go to start; 
end of program: 
for a:*1 »teg 1 unti l llnecounter do outer; 
outsua; for a :• 1 s t e j 1 until 60 do outchart 112); 
end; 
Appendix £ 
A.E .K . , - P r o g r a m n r . "ft1* - Opgave n r . 20 - 1 9 . 1 . 1 9 7 3 
HORS dOEUVRE 
CONSTANTS 
K: 20.C Ks: 20. I* R: 80.0 
step: 0.050 STOP: ISO I: 20 
crystal parameter: 50000 
s t e p s / f a u l t 
78 0 . 0 0 3 1 
Hit 0 . 0 0 0 2 
111 0 . 0 0 0 3 
80 0.OP6O 






C . 0 0 1 0 
0 . 0 1 U 6 
0 . 0 1 1 1 
0 . 0 0 6 0 
0 . 0 0 5 2 
78 
115 
l i b 
118 
H I 
0 . 0 0 8 0 
0.003<t 
0 . 0 0 1 1 
0 . 0 0 0 5 






0 . 0 0 3 4 
0 . 0 0 9 7 
0 . 0 0 2 7 
0 . 0 0 1 3 
0 . 0 0 9 B 
RESULTS 
0 . 0 5 0 
0 . 1 5 0 
0 . 2 5 0 
0 . 3 5 0 
0.<+50 
0 . 5 5 0 
0 . 6 5 0 
0 . 7 5 0 
LLL0:3J: 
l . « * 9 „ - l 
1 . 7 8 „ - 1 
1 . 9 7 w - l 
2 . 1 3 , 0 - 1 
2 . 1 3 , 0 - 1 
2 . 2 3 w - l 
1 . 9 S W - 1 












. b8 B * 





















9 6 » -
1 2 B -
06„-
83„-
8 5 w -













" • » -
l.-}>*„-
1.97„-
2.07w-
2.567 
